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CHAPTER I
'l'HE NEED FOR AN EVANGELISTIC APPROACH
TO 'JiHF; FILI1'INO LOWLANDER

Introduction
When a person sets out to live in a forei gn country, for whatever reason, he ha s the c hoice between t wo types of existence in
his adopted land:

he can either isolate himself from his surround-

ings , the community and culture in which he lives, and surround
hims elf with t he fellowship of his own family and others from his
own native environment, or he can integrate himself into the
thought and life of t he community. However, to attain the latter,
a goal for which he can only strive but not hope to achieve fully,
he must, in 6ome way or another, a s sil.!lilate the culture of the
people among whom he iG living .

It is out of such a concern that

the writer chose this particular topic for investigation.

Having

lived in the Hepublic of the Philippines for five years as a
missionary of The Lutheran Church--Miasouri Synod, the writer
has felt a k een desire to understand the peop le among whom he has
be en living as well as to make the Christian Gospel revelant to
their needs.

Hence came the idea to make a study of the cultural

characteristics of t he Filipino people and to make an attempt to
ascertain how the Christian Gospel might best be applied within
their cultural framework.

To delineate the scope of the problem,

various questions must be asked.
Defining the Problem
The basic question connected with our study is: How can the
Gospel be applied to the cultural background of the Filipino
people't

When the term "culture" is used in this study it is

applied in its basic sociological sense, that ia, "social heritage",
or as it is defined by C. L. Hunt et alii in their work entitled
Sociology in the Philippine Setting:

"the sum total of the complex

2

social heritane of a group .which i s created and transmitted from
one generation to another. 111

So as not to make t his study too

unwieldy one particular aspect of the a pplication of t he Gospel is
unaer consideration, namely evani eli s tic approache s to the Filipino
living in the lowla nds.

This at once points u~ the limitations of

the study.
In the first place, the term evangelistic approaches is used
in its broadest sens e.

The term implies not only determi1:ing the

best way in which the Filipino can be reached initially with the
Chri s tian Gospel but also what factors ought to be taken into consideration for discovering and meeting his spiritual needs.

From

this a rise such ques tions as: What can be learned from the Filipino's
cult ura l background that will enable a more effective approach to
him (a) as an individual, (b) as a member of a specific sociological
gr ou p?

\'Jhat particular stance should be assumed by an evangelical

Prot estant mi ssionary in working in a nominally Chris tian Roman
Cath olic country?

What factors of Philippine eociological make-up

need to be token into consideration particularly for the Western
missionary?
A major question is imposed upon the study, in speaking of
evangelistic a pproaches when one considers the fact that the
Philippines is kno~n as the only Christian nation in the Far East.

2

This raises the problem: "What need is there for an evangelical
approach to a people who are already Christianized?"

Here, however,

one uust recognize that there are, as Gutherie points out, a mixture

1 chester L. Hunt et. al., Sociology in the rhilippine Settinv, ,
(Manila: Alemar's, c.1954), P• 2.
2 Alexander Races, "Our Spanish Cultural iieritage," (Unpublished
manuscript in the Department of Parish Education Library of the
Lutheran Church in the f hilippines, i·ianila, 1-'hilippines) • ~uoting
Arnold Toynbee, the author notes that "in the whole of Asia there
are only two predominantly Christian countries, Lebanon at the
western end of the giant continent and the PhiliJ;pines here, off
Asia's eastern coast. In both countries, the Christianity is
Roman Catholic • • • •" Cf. Also Delfin Fl.Batacan, Looking at
Ourselves (Manila: Philaw Publishing, c.1956), P• 7•
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of Christianity a nd pre-Christian ani mistic beliefs in certain
places a ll over the isla nds. 3

This part i cular blend of Catholicism
and ea rlier belief s hus been called li'olit Catholicism. 4 It i e this
particula r group that would be the object of the eva ngeli s tic
approach.

And it is particularly this group that i& embodied in

the t e r m Filipino Lowlander.

While not venturing a gues s at the

actua l percentage of the r,o:pulation i nvolved in this groupin g out
of t h e e i ghty-three per cent of the Filipino population professing
membersh i p in the Roman Catholic Church, 5 the writer observes that
this merging of ea rlier beliefs u nd the Roman Ca tholic faith varies
fr om place to place a nd i s clo s ely related to the degree of urba ni6
zation.
Alth ou gh many people profess Chri stia nity in the lo.-, iands
of the l·hilippines, not all who make such a profession or are enrolled on the statistic table of the land are indeed practicing
Ch r istia n s.

In other words , the Roman Cat holic faith has not pene-

trated s o d eeply i nto the lives of the people a s the s t a tistics
main t a in , and that t h erefore, many of the lo #l a nd people of the
!-'hilipp i nes rernair1 unchristie nized.

Yet it is not the purpose of

thi s pa p er to paint the Roman Catholic Church in the darkest possible colors.

The strengthrr of the Roman Church in the Philippines

have been pointed out by ¥/illiav, Dank.er i n his book ·rwo v:orlds or
None. 7
Thus the term Filipino Lowlander i~meant to deal primarily
v,ith the adherents of Folk Catholicism to whatever degree the

3George G~therie, The Filipino Child and Philippine Society ,
(Manila: Philippine NormeJl College Press, 1961), P• 47.
4Friscila

s. Manalang and F. Sionil Jose, "Religion in the
Philippines, 11 ( Unpublished manuscript in the ]}.•r;artment of Parish
.E ducation Library of the Lutheran Church in the 1-hilippines, Manila,
l-'hil ippine s ~·.
5Ibid.

6autherie, Cf. also Manalang and Jose.
?William J. Danker, 1'wo 1Vorlde or None . (st. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1964), PP• 91-119.
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inhabitants of the lowlands practice this type of Christianity.
Furthermore, this would exclude from the study the animistic tribal
groups, found mainly in the mountains at northern Luzon and in
Mindanao, which have received practically no ChriGtian influence of
any k ind, and also the one to two million Muslims livin g primarily
in the southwest part of Hindanao and the lower part of the J-hilip pine
archipelago.

This study atte~pts to establish an evange lical

approach to a people that is nominally Christian, an approach based
upon the Filipino's own peculiar history as well as hi s cultural
heritage .
Procedure of the Study
In a s tudy of this type it will be nece ssary first of all, to
examine the cultura l backg~ound of the Filipino people.

~hat his-

torical factors have helped shape and mould their culture?

What

has endured from the aboriginal beginnings a nd what has been imported from abroad?

The sec ond chapter, then, will deal primarily with

the pre-Spanish background of the Filipinos (trea ting mainly the
aborigines, Malays, Indonesinns, and the Chinese), factors of
sociologic a l significance under the Spanish domination, and lastly,
the influences brought about under the nmecic un control of the islands.
The t hird chapter will attempt to bring together the dominant
influences bearing upon the lives of the Filipino people as a result
of this hybrid culture und their corresr,onding significance in contemporary Philippine tsociety.

Here the influence of pre-Spanish

culture particularly in the form of a family-oriented society, basic
animistic beliefs and superstitious practices can be observed.
Fro~ Spain the Roman Catholic faith emerges as the dominant influence,
together with the Filipinos' birthrie,ht as a nation, as an historical
people.

From America comes particularly the influence of material

progress and its effects:

materialism and conformity.

The fourth chapter will summarize some of the psychological
characteristics of the Filipino people.

Such cor.unon traits as

hospitality, loyalty, sensitivity, and fatalism will be dealt with
here.

Since some of these mores vary according to geographical

5
locations, regional characteristics will be briefly examined in
this connection.
The fifth chapter will describe some implications of this
diverse cultural pattern for evangelistic approaches, touching
upon the questions outlined in defining the problem. As an aid
in helping the Western missionary to acquire anthropological background data the writer has ·included an adaptation of Eugene Nida's
8
Customs and Cultures as an appendix to this study.

8ii:uge11e A. Nida, Customs and Cultures (New York: Harper and
Row, r-ublisher, c.1954), PP• 267-274.

CHAPTER II
THE CULTU.tir\ L BACKGROUND Or' Tl.E FILI PINO FEOPLE

The IJhilippi ne cultura l background can be traced back to
var i ous nationa l groupings vthich have played a significant role in
moulding the thought life of the Filipino today.

Among these are

included the pre-Spanish era where four main influences can be
seen:

t hat of t he aborigines or aetas, the Indonesia n, the Malays,

and i n the area of cc~merce and economics, the Chinese.

After these

groups were a lready well e3tablis hed the influence of Spain, under
whose dominion the I,hilippines existed for o lmost 400 years, came
to the fore.

Still later on the influence from America w~a intro-

duced as a result of the ceding of the Philippines to the United
States after the Spanish-American War.

However, of the s e three

basic groupings,· (the Pre-Spanish, the Spanish, and the American),
the pre-Spanish is probably the most significant as is supported
by Robert Fox:
De spite dramatic chan ~es wh ich have occured in the Filipino's
way of life under the i mpact of Spanish and America n influences
(inappropriately described, I believe, as •cultural conquest'),
perhnpe all of the basic influences have been adap ted to a
social and cultural ba se which is uniquely 1 Filipino--a base
which developed centuries before Magellan.
It is this particular influence which concerns us next.
The Pre-Spanish Era
Fernandez informc us that the aetas are the aborigenes of
the ~hilippines, that is, that as far as it is known, they have

1 Robert Fox, "Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino Culture,"
(Unpublished manuscript in the Department of Parish Educ c.\tion
Library of the Lutheran Church in the ~hilipr ines, Manila).

7
always lived there.

2

'rhey are genera lly described a s s hort, dark

peop l e with short and kinky hair.

Ferna ndez points out t a o group-

ings , t h e Nc gritos l i ving in the Zamb.i les l'iounta i ns of Luzon a nd
the Mangyan peopl e living in nor t hern Hindoro. 3 With the a dvent of
t he Indonesi a ns a nd the Malay s , these people have bec ome a disappear i n~ r a ce f leei ns deep er and deeper i nto the f ore s ts and mountains
unt i l today t h er e are very fe w in exis tence.
It i s ge r1era l ly t hought th at t he Indonesia ns immi gr a ted before
the Malays , a lthough t he exact time ia unknown.

4

Ferna ndez poi nts

out tha t t hey c ame in waves fr om the Asia n mainland a nd isla nds to
t he s outhwe s t of the Philippines.

He describes t hem as tall a nd

slender people, hav i ng long a nd wavy hair and s harp faces • . He
traces remnant s of ; ure Indonesian stock to the mountain people of
Ninda nao, Panay, Negros, a nd northern Luzon. 5
Howeve r, t h i s s tudy is more concerned with the t hird group ,
wi t h the Ma l ay s , who i mmi grat ed at a l a ter time, proba bly after the
Indonesi a ns , t o the f hilippines.

These people, too, are divided

i nto t wo gr oupi ngs , the pri mitive Mol ~ys , and the civilized Mala ya.
Fe rn~nde z t e li.i:;; u s t hat t he primitive Ha lays , lik e t he Indonesia ns,
a re now foun d in the mountain a reas, probably pushed back by waves
6
of the more civilized brothers.
It is tl!e more civilized Malays
who a re the ance s tors of the present day Filipinos living along the

2 Leondro li. Fernandez, A Brief History of the Fhilippines
1
( Easton: Ginn and Company, c.1932), P• l. Other historians point
out the fact that this particula r group might have come from the
Asian mainland at a time when the Fhilippines was still connected
to the mainla nd. Cf. George A. l'lalcom, The Common Wealth of the
Philip~in€s , (New York: D. ·Appleton-Century Company, c.1936), p. 21.

-

3Ibid.
4Robert w. Hart, The Philippines Today , (New York: Dodd, Mead
and Company, c.1928), P• 16

5Fernandez, P• 3.
6 Ibid.

8

coasts, the plains, and the river valleys, 7 the people called the
Filipino Lowlander in thie study.

Both Fernandez a nd Benitz mention

the fact t hat the Malays brought with them certai n elements of India n
culture fro m the islands to the southwest of t he Philippines, but
pa rticularly f rom the I s l a nd of Java, which was stronghold of Hindu
i nflue nce. 8

I n fact, t he entire c entral area of t he I~ilippines

k nown as the Visaya n I s lands has be en tak e n from the na me of one of
the Hindu- Malayan empire s which c ame to power in the Ea st Indian
arc hi pela go, namely the Shri-Viahcya, 9 a factor that ought not be
overlook ed when attemptin g to understand the lowland Fili pino.
The above , factors indicate that all evidence "points to a common
racial origin with other peoples of East and South Asia. 1110 Yet, as
Carson points out, "Despite definite racial affiliations and many
similarities in language and customs, the people of the different
s ections of the islands came to be characterized by a marked
diversity. 1111 lie goes on to say, "It is not clear how much of this
may have been due to variant s treams pf o i grations a nd to ~bat extent
it was a matter of different environmental influe~ces playing upon
gr oups i s olated from each other through the centuries. 1112 This is
mentioned here s ince a l a ter chapt er will dis cuss briefly t he
region~lis tic differences cf the Fili pino people. 1 3
But to go on to the main cons ideration of this study, what is
the cultural contribution which t hese people have made to Philippine

71!?!2.·
8

Ibid., P• lOf. Cf. also Conrado Benitez, Histor~ of the
Philippines. (Boston: Ginn and Company, c.1940) 1 PP• 1 f.

9~ . , P• 18.
10Arthur L. Carson, Higher Educat i on in the Philippines..
( Washington: United States Government Printin g Office, 1961) 1 P• 6.

111!?!2.·
121!?!2.·
13 In:rra, p. 41.

9

life~

In this connection no attempt will be made to trace certain

cultural trends to a specific group discussed above, because, as
previously mentioned, the concern of th i s study is primarily the
Malays.

However one cannot overlook the fact t hey were undoubtedly

also influenced by the aborigines and t h e Indonesians.
In setting forth the cultural contributio ns of t he pre-Spanish
Filipino tgo aspects are of SFecial interest:

the family as the

basic cultural unit and t he religious characteristics of the people.
In an article entitled "f're-Spanish i nf luences in Filipino
Culture" Robert Fox points out that the comrr.unities of the preSpa ni s h Filipinos, called barangays by other historians and
ethnologis ts, were separate social, political, and econo~ic entities,
ba s ed on k inship and blood ties rather than political ties.

He says,

Communi ty life and socia l activities were organized on the
basis of Kinship and common economic and ritual interes ts.
As i n the barrios of today the pre-Spanish communities had
\·1ea~1:.ly developed political structures. Most individuals in
the small community were lin.~ed by blood ties, marriage, and
ritua l k inships, and it was these factors plus shared residence,
common i n tere s ts and experiences, a nd community-level ritual
obligations which di ined the community as a social unit-not political ties!

4

Not only was the community of the early Filipi nos based upon
tie s of kinship , "the central social, economic, and ritua l unit of
pre-Spa nish s ociety was the elementary family of the father, mother,
and children. 1115
Fox goes on to observe:
The network of primary relationships extended to include the
consa~guineous kin of the iliother and father--the bilaterally
extended family (These are the basic units of Filipino society
today). There were no clans or similar unilatera l groupings
for o person reckoned relationshif 6 Cas now) with both the
paternal and maternal kin groups.
The next consideration is the matter of authority.

14Fox, "Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino Culture."
15~.
16~.

Here Fox

10
notes that "leadership and authority was vested in the hand s of the
family hea ds, matur e and older persons who were steeped in the wisdom
of customar y law and experience. 11

l lB

to t he question of whether

pre-Spaninh FiliFino society was matriarcha l or patriarchal Fox points
out tha t "relationships between husband a nd wife were remark ably
equalitarian1117 th.i s being due in part to "the bilateral character of
the f amily e nd kinsh ip in which each spouse, after marriage, continued to ma intain strong blood ties with their respective kinsmen." 18
In pre-Spanish Philippiue society not only the centra l position
o f the f om ily with the seat of authority invested in the older heads
of t he family is of interest for this study but a lso the rank given
smooth interpersonal rela tions:
In interpersonal rela tionships, as individual was always
cognizant of the self-esteem of another and avoided offending
him, particularly if he were a non-relative. To bridge the
social distance which arose between non-kinsmen (notably in
the s e societies which centered their interests and localities
on t he f amily and kin-group) a striking pattern of recipro ~1
hoapitality, generosity, and euphemistic s peech developed. 1
A swnmary of the concept of the family in pre-Spanish times
would include the four followin g observations:

the importance of

k ins hip a nd blood ties, the f a mily as the basic cultural unit,
aut hority inves ted in the heads of the family, the i mportance of
maintaining smooth interpersonal relations.

In the next chapter an

attempt will be made to show how these characteristics manifest
themselves in contemporary Fhilippine society.
But first a look at the religious elements in the lives of the
pre-Spanish Filipinos will be of value.

Although, as many historians

agree, Islam had already gained many converts among the Filipinos
by the time the Spanish came (1521), the greater number of the

l?Ibid., er. also his article on "Filipino Family and Kinship,"
(Unpubl~d manuscript in the Department of Parish Education Library
of the Lutheran Church in the Fhilippines, Manila, Philippines).
18~.
19~.

11
Filipinos were pagan, and it is this :particular group that is of
20
concern for this study.
Philippine sociologists point out four
main emphases of pre-Spanish religious life:

the belief in spirits

and deities, the use of charms, the use of religious mediums or
functionaries, the concept of the a fter-life.
Bot h Fernandez and Fox mention the fact tha t the early Filipinos
not only b e lieved in a hierarchy of deities but also worshiped
different kinds of spirits, mos t notably the s i irits of their dead
21
ancestors whom they called anitos.
As Fox observes:
The principal ritual practices of the pre-Spa niGh Filipino
were based upon beliefs in environmental-spirits, soul-spirits,
and a hierarchy of deities. The u,yriad of environme ntal-spirits
were potentia lly good or evil depending upon man's daily social
relationships with them (e.g., if a p erson, eve n accidentally,
chopped down a tree which was the abode of a spirit of his
f a mily, it would beco~e angry and c a use illneos). Some spirits
wer e per se mali gn, including witches. Daily life involved
c ontinual interactions with t h e soul-spirits of the dead,
usua lly clo s e relatives. These were socia l relationships in
which t he soul-spirits demanded reopect a nd attention. rtitual
practices were based, too, upon beliefs in a hierarchy o!
deities led by a ranking deity, not a "supreme deity", for
each had specific a nd some independent functions, These
deities contro l led t he weather, the success ~f the harvest,
and other phenomena basic to man's survival.
Another aspect of early fhilip pino culture was the uoe of
charms.

Here Fox informs us:

The us e of charms was widespread--to protect t he wearer from
illnesE, from malign spirits, to secure good luck in economic

20
Fernandez, P• 72.
... ~:
21
Ibid., p. 73. Fox, "Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino
Culture~Priscila s. Manalang and F. Sionil Jo~e in an article
entitled "Religion in the Philippines," (Unpublished manuscript,
circulated in mimeograph form, in the Department of Farish Education
Library of the Lutheran Church in the Philippines, i{a nila, Philippines),
points out the contrast between the ancestor worship of the Chinese
and the Filipino "cult of the dead" which they feel more adequately
describes the early Filipinos' interaction with the souls of the
recently dead rather than with the spirits of their re mote ancestors.
22
Fox, "Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino Culture."
~

12

activities, a s well a s to influence and control the behavior
of others. The l a tter usage of charms was involve d i n the
practice of witchcraft. An intrinsic power was attrituted to
the charms . They were invariably unusual or very rare objects. 2 3
Fox also gives us a vivid description of t he so-called priests
and priestess es of t his period:
The mediums and religious functionarie s (fre q ue ntly women)
were called upon to interpret omens and dreams a n d to divine
ausp i cious occasion c to marry, pla nt, travel, hunt, a n d to
fi ght. They knew and rela ted elabora t e myths a nd ritua l-epics
which explained the origi n of the people and t h eir ins titutions
a n d justified t he beliefs and va lue s whic h wer e h e l d . The
r eligi ous functionaries we r e ge nerally a ware a nd s ens itive persons who had i ntellectualized the values of t ~e s ociety and,
wit hin the ritual frau,e work , solved many of the s ocia l a nd
p s yc holo gical problems of t heir kinsmen an d followers. Ritual
beliefs were link ed with social values, and the ac t ivities of
the _r~ligi~ijS funtionaries reinforced custom law and jural
dee 1.s1.ons.
Concern ing the conce p t of afterlife, there are va ryin g opinions.
i<~ern:1ndez r,.ay s that the early Filipinos believed in

11 a

place of re s t

where th e rrood went ofter death,'' a place that they called Maca or
Calua lha ti~n , and that "the soul s of the bad people we nt to Casa naan,
a pl a ce of r emorse.'' 25

Fox clarifies this furth e r when he obs erves:

The afterworlds of the early Filipino have ofte n be e n described
as "heavens" und "hells", however, the evidence does not support
the position that the early beliefs clearly dititinguis hed guilt
a nd provided for retribution. The dead u s ua lly ~ent to one of
a number of sky worlds , their fate bein!S determi n,J d principally
by the c a use of their death (e.g., women dyin g in child birth
went to the s k y world) and their social a tatus, rathe r than by
a concept of s i n . The dead may have undergone trials before
entering the afterworld in which their s i ns were judged by
guardian deiti es ;.rnel. in which ia:rr,ediate punishment was involved
but it is highly questionable that the dead faced a''• •• hell
where they lived in perpetual torture am:idet euffoc a t i np; heat

2 3Ibid.

24 Ibid.
25

Fernandez, P• 73.

..
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and blasting flames," Such a state~gnt reflects a Christian
bias, not a~ early Filipino belief.
The foregoing gives us a view of the primar1 religious elements
in the life of the pre-Spanish Filipino, the worship of spirits and
deities, the extensive uee of charms, the frequent employment of
female r e ligious mediums, and a belief in a variety of sky worlds
to which the dead would go.
The pre-Spanish cultura l background of the Filipino people has
been influenced particularly by the Malaya n im~igrants.

Although,

for t he pur poses of this study the inf luence of Chinese c ulture in
t he p re-Spanish era is not so iruportant, it is worth touching upon
briefly, f or, as Fernandez observes, "'rhe Chinese have also greatly
influenced Malay culture in general. 1127 He goes on to note, however,
tha t the influence was primarily economic rather than social or
political and wit h t his other historian& agree.

28 To this c.ay

the

Chinese livi1:g in the Philippines have not bec o1ae thoroughly integrated into t he social fabric of the country.

This i s mentioned,

in passing , in order to point out that a pparently no major sociologi-.
c a l factors ha ve been incorporated into Fhilippine l ife by the influence of the Chinese.
The Spanish Era
The first white man to set foot on Philippine s oil ~as Ferdinand
Magellan, a Portuguese s a iling under t he Spanish flag, who reached
the isla nds in 1521 on his globe-girdlinij voyage in search of the
Spice lslands. 29

In spite of the fact that 1-iagellan was k illed on

26 Fox, "Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino Culture."
27 Fernandez, p. 11.

28cr. the chapter on commerce

(VI) which includes a large
section on pre-Spanish trade relations in Benitez.

29 Hart, P• l8.
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that first voyage, Spain sent subsequent expeditions to the
Philippines, carrying with them Roman Catholic priests to convert
the na tives.

In

1564, Mig·uel Lopez de Legaspi brought wit h h im a

group of Augustinian missionaries, the first Roman Catholic clergymen to remain in the Islands.

Carson ; uotes a Filipina historian

who points up the number of Roman Catholic orde rs that arr ived in
the }hilippines with the comin~ of Spain:
Zea lous missionaries accompanied every expedition that left
Spai n for the Philippines. i'~ ith Mi guel Lop ez lie Legas p i came
Au gus tinian mis s ionaries. A few years later, in 1577, the
Franciscan friars followed. The Jesuit s, full o f enthusiasm
on a ccount of their recent s uccesses in Europe, arrived in
1581. Not to be outdone and attracted by the opportunities
for n1issionary work, the j)ozrincan order sent some of its
members in 1587. The Recollects arrived in Manila in 1606. 30
In spite of the fact that, within twenty years after Legaspi's
a r rival, nearly half the Filipinos had become Roma n Catholic, a
gradua l deterioration i~ relations took place between the people
and the priests, who had come to plant the cross beside the flag

of the Spanish crown.

The reason for thio lies particularly in

their political as well as spiritual domination and is aptly described by Frank Laubach in his book entitled The Seven Thousand
Emer a lds:
The friars introduced Eur9pean seeds, and tau ght the Filipinos
to build roads, to make bricks, and to build better houses.
They established schools and hospitals and home s for the orphans.
The King of Spain recognized their enormous usefulness, and,
especially because t hey i..new the Filipino languages, depended
upon them as the real powers behind the government.
The friars were human, a nd they were in a backwash of civilization ten thousand miles from the eyes of Europe. Eardly ·
knowing what was happening to them, they failed to progress,
f a iled to guard their own conduct, arid sank into drunkenness,
luxury, arid oppression. 'l'he early love and confidence of the
Filipinos turned into distrust afid at last sullen hatred.

30carson, quoting Encarnacion Alzona, A History of Education
1565-1930, (Manila: University of the Fhilippines
Press, 1932), PP• 17-18.

in the Philippines:
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Sixty years after the arrival of the friars, the Philippines
Each decade revolutions increased
in number and in force.

had their first revolut~in•

Finally, the suppressed resentment broke forth into a full-blown
revolution that could not be put down, nnd encouraged by such
national patriots as Rizal, Bonifacio, and Mabini, the Filipinos
staged a war for independence at the end of the nineteenth century.
The result s of that revolution are now history.

The United States

entered the conflict because of the Cuba incident and when the
Spanish-American war was over the Philippines was ceded to the
United States.
Although a large segment of Roman Catholic Christians broke off
from Spain religiously as well as politically and formed the Philippine Independent Church or Aglipayan Church under t he auspices of
Gregorio Aglipay, Hispanic Roman Catholicism has remained a vital
force throughout Fh ilippine history.

As Alexander Roces observes:

The stronge s t influence in this country • • • from the outside
is Chris tianity--and that is the influence the Spaniards
brought here. Filipino culture--like the culture of other
civilized countriee--is based on religion. It is based on
Christia nity, which came from Rome and was brou ght to the
Philippines by the Spanish friar s and conquistadors wnQ
planted the cross side by side with the Spanish crown.-'2
Gregorio Zaide, in his work on Philippine political and cultural
history, enumerates some of the major contributions made by Spanish
Catholicism:
By the sign of the Crose, the people were brought to a higher
plane of life and were united as children of One God. Their
old tribal wars and feuds disappeared; their ancestral pagan
practices gave way to a humane code of morals; and infanticide,
human and animal sacrifices, and other brutal practices were
abolished. Christianity, too, minimized intemperance, swearing,

3lFrank Laubach, The Seven Thousand Emeralds (New York: Friendship Press, 1929), PP• 30, 31.

32 Alejandro Roces, "Our Spanish Cultural Heritage," (Unpublished
manuscript in the Department of Parish Education Library of the
Lutheran Church in the Philippines, Manila, Philippines).
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and usary; discouraged adultery and polygamy; and raised
marriage to the dignity of a holy sacrament.
With the advent of Christianity, slavery vanished in the
Philippines. By a bull issued in Rome on April 18, 1591, His
Holiness, Pope Gregory XIV abolished slavery in the country. • •
Finally, Christianity elevated the Filipino woman to a ~igh
social position, relatively the highest in the Orient. 3
Showing the cultura l contribution Spain has made in even stronger
words, Roces quotes Nick Joaquin:
1

ro accuse the Spanish over and over again of havine; broue;ht
us all sorts of things, mostly evil, among which we can
usually remember nothing very valuable "except perhaps"
religion and national unity, is equivalent to saying of a
not very model m~ther that she has given her child nothing
except life. For in the profoundest possible sense, Spain
did give birth to us--as a nation, as an historical people. 34

With the advent of Spain at least some influence has been
detected on the Philippine familistic system.

In his article on

"Filipino Family and Kinship" Robert Fox shows how the privileged
jura l and social position of the husband and father was due largely
to Spanish influence.

Quoting Hunt he informs us:

It is really the fair-haired (sic) Spaniard with his code of
Roman Laws who relegated the Filipino woman to the position
of inferiority where the American found her. These laws
seemed to confine the woman inside the home by forbidding her
the risht to transact business without the legal sanction of
her husband, and removed ~ om her the right to dispose of her
own paraphernal property.

5

Fox goes on to say that education was deGigned primarily for
men and that the Spanish followed the German in ascribina the
II

woman's sphere of a.c tion as larche, Kuche, and "Kinder (the church,
the kitchen, and the children) adding that
The separation of the sexes was emphasized. Young women were
confined to the home, taught to hide and control their emotions
and thoughts, and carefully chaperoned when with the opposite

33aregorio F. Zaide, Philippine Political and Cultural History
Volume II (Manila: Philippine Education Company, c.1949), P• 79.
34 Roces, "Our Spanish Cultural Heritage."
35Fox, "Filipino Family and Kinship."
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sex. After marriage, dioplay c; affection in public between
6
husba nd and wife was forbidden.
On the other hand,
Families in the poblaciones a nd urban centers did a pproximate
the Spa n ish a nd Church definition of the socie l role of the
woma n a s wel l as t he relations hip between sexes, but the
position of the ,oma n in the barrio follo wed mor~ the tradit i ona l pat t ern. 3
While Spa i n h a s bud s ome influence on the f arfl ily, her ~reatest
contribution to P.hilipJ.:ine culture i s Roman Catholic Christianity.
'!'he i mplic a tions of this influence for today will be s pelled out
more clearly in the next chapter.
The American Era
Th e Philippines has had some sixty-seven _years to incorporate
some of t he aspects of American culture since the Treaty of Paris
ceded t he 1-'h ilippines to the United States on December 10, 1898.38
Since tha t time educational, religious, and materialistic influences
ha ve subtly moulded the thinking of the Philippiue people.
In 1901 a group of pioneer American teachers affectionately
k nown as t he

11

Thomas itea" (because they travele d aboerd the U.S.

arrny tra nsport "Thomas") arrived in the Philippines a nd, in the
words of Zaide, "became the reul harbingers of 1\merica n culture
and contributed i m~ensely to the upbuilding of a new Filipino
nation. 1139
About the sume time that these first American teachers and
their successors came the first Protestant missionaries also arrived
on the scene.

The Presbyterians are given credit for sending the

first missionaries to the islands in 1899, followed by a hoBt of

36~.

-

3?Ibid.

38Benitez, P• 378.
39 zaide, P• 295.

I
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other Protestant denominations in the las t half century.

Many of

these are described by ~aide in Volume II of his Philipp ine Folitical
and Cultural llistory.

Protesta ntism introduced separation of church

and state and prison reforms, and continued the socia l work be gun
by the Spaniards.

The emphasis on self-reliance and individualistic

end eavor and other characteristic s of t h e Protesta nt ethic have been
absorbed to an extent by the Filipino people, especially t hose
living in the urba n areas.

40

The democratic idea l, likewise, gained adherents during the
American era.

Its f orce was not only felt politically, but also

carried over into the basic institution of the f amily.

Here Zaide

records tha t old customs inherited from Spain such as t he kissing
of the ha nds of the pa rents are fast vanishing among the young.
He notes 1:1l s o the concept of equality, not only among brothers and
siaters uho formerly had to show their respect to oldor brothers
and sis ter s , but a lso between men and women.

The Filipinae became

emancipat e d from the social and political restrictions of Spanish
days under the American regime, nnd were allowed to work in factories
and offices, to engage in business, to go to college, and finally
41
were even given the ri ght of franchise.
In the book mentioned above Zaide devotes one whole chapter
to the material progress made in the Fhilippines under the American
regime and

sun1s

up his findings with a paragraph on the higher

standard of living attained under America:
Under America the Filipino standard of living was raised to a
level higher than what it used to be during the Spanish times.
The development of our national resources, the increase in
agricultural production, and the growth of commerce and industry
brought about greater prosperity. The national wealth increase, thereby enabling our people to live more comfortably
and to enjoy the luxuries imported from abroad.
Durine; the iimerican regime things that go with modern living
were imported into our country. Concrete edifices of modern

40Cf. D. Fl. Batacan, Looking at Ourselves ( Manila: Fhilaw
Publishing, c.1956), P• 12.

41 Zaide, IF• 277, 278.
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architecture replaced the old fashioned Spa nish homes, Electric
light s took the place of antiquated oil lamps. Book s a nd newspapers, as well as pianos, phonographs, radios, and fine pieces
of furn i ture became a common sight in many a private home.
Schools, colleges, a nd playgrounds, and hospitals, a griculture
centers, a nd bazaars arose in to wns and cities. The cockpits
and the moro-moro plays declined in popularity, as ne w forms
of amu s eme nt like movies, athletic competitions, musical
concert s , a nd school :pro grams have become the ne w media of
recreation. Tr a vel bec ame a pleasure , for there came the
automobile s , bu ses, railways, etea~ships , a irpl a nes, and good
road s . Modern post a l sys tem, the cable, the tele graph, the
wireless telegraph, and the teletype have gradually i mproved
c ot:m1unication. Labor-saving devices, such as t t1e gas stove,
the electric range, the elevator, the washi n g machine, the
f rigida ire, una2 t he e lectric fa n have made life more comfortable
and enjoya ble.
That t he s e mat e rial advances are gifts of a beneficent Creator
brough t abo ut, at least in part, by a concerned people from abroad
is true.

But tha t t hey have not always proved to be in the be at

i nt e r ests o f the Filipino people i s evidenced by the development of
ma t eria l i stic attitudes, attributable partly to the influence of
America.

Both the potentia lities of material advancement for

evange l istic a pproaches as well as the detriment s to them ~ill be
4
drawn i n succeeding ch~pters. 3
By viay of summary, the basic institution of Fhilippine society,
that is, the family, derives from pre-Spanish times.

Likewise the

role of the animistic religion with its superstitious beliefs and
practices was a major one in pre-Spanish society.

The c hief contri-

bution of Spain has been Roman Catholic Christianity.

From the

United States comes the democratic ideal as it is bound up with the
Protestant ethic, together with material progress and the development of materialism.

The next cha:r: ter reveals ho\'1 these cultural

42~ . P• 274.
4 3Eugene Nida, Customs and Cultures (New York: Harper and Row,
Publishers, c.1954), p. 86, points out the importance of the acquisition of material wealth among the Ifugao of northern Luzon which
indicates that not all materialistic influences in the 1)hilippinee
have come from abroad.
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influences colllbine to form the basis of I'hilipp in.e s ociolog ical

structure today.

CHAPTER III
CUL'I'UHAL HIS·roRY
FOUND Ifi CONTEMfORARY Fil!PI~O SOC I ETY

DOMINANT INFLUENCES J:i"'ROM 'l'H.2

The present minister of education, Alejandro Roces, ~aints a
picture of the national blend present in contemporary Filipino
societ y when he says:
Geographically a nd racia lly s peaking , the lhilippines is an
Oriental country. But the Filipino's religious a nd political
beliefs are anchored on Occidental cultures . Basically, the
Filipinos of today are 1 a blend of three influences--Malayan,
Spanish, and American.
The dominant influences of these three nation&l grour,s have
become bound up with one another in what ha s been called a ''hybrid
culture." 2

Carmen Guerrero-Nakpil explains what is meant by the

"hybrid" chara cter of Filipino culture today in the following quote:
Our very appearance is so heterogeneo us that forei gners are
baffled and intrigued by the unpredictability of our physical
characteristics. Our manner of dressing is too flamboyant to
be truly Western, yet too subject to American mass-produced
styles to be our own. Significantly enough, our national
feminine costume iG the traje de mestiza, or gown for a halfcaste. Its modern version should perhaps be called Somethingof-Everything Gown.
Our speech, whether ludicrous or charming, is an elaborate
example of cross-breeding. In it are recognizable a placeof-ori gin accent, Bicol perhaps or Ilocano; a peculiar sentence
structu~e caused by our habit of thinking in the dialect and
verbalizing in English, or the other way around; Spanish words
and outdated Americanisms corrupted or revitalized. Our
written English is no lesG a mixture of dialect, florid Spanish
&nd Americanese.

1 Alejandro Roces, "Our Spanish Cultural Heritage," (Unpublished
manuscript in the Department of Parish Education Library of the
Lutheran Church in the f·hilippines, Manila 1 Philippines).
2carmen Guerrero-Nakpil, "The Hybrid Character of Contemporary
Filipino Culture," (Unpubli~hed manuscript in the Department of
Parish Education Library of the Lutheran Church in the l;hilippines,
Manila, Philippines).
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Our feelings and thoughts are the offspring of repeated and
thoughtless matings between cultures which are otherwi~e
strangers to each other. # e are Orientals about family,
Spanish about love, 9hinese about business and American
about ou r ambi tions.
There is no d oubt th a t t he mixture of elements repr esented
hel'e point s up t his "hybrid" character of Filipino culture.

Yet,

a s we ha ve s e en, there is one nationa l influence that ap pea r s to
be s tronr:~er than t l! ose i G1ported from abroa d, fr o?:\ t he '!ie at.
dominant underlyi n g influence is the Malaya n.
ed by a number of s ources.

The

And t his is support-

Teodoro A. Agoncillo a nd Osc a r M. Alfonso

writ e in an article entitled "A Short History of the Fi lipino f-eople"
t hat "the Fili pino belongs to a mixture of races although be sically
he is Halayan. 114 Robert Fox, in his article on p re-Spanish influences, notes essentia lly the same thing :
Though Filipino cultur e and society have usually been described as s huped and domina ted by Spanish and .Ameri_c an traditions,
it i s my belief that the basic values and ins t i tutions of
Filipino l i fe-ways were determined in a pre-Spanish setting.5
If this is true, we will want to look mos t carefully at those
sociological characteristics wh~c h have come down from pre-Spanish
times t o s ee how t hey in many cases underlie the facade of Occidental
influences.

Most ba sic for our purposes in determinin~ a n evangelis-

tic a pproa ch is our need to look at the basic cultural unit, namely
the family, together with the religious beliefs a nd e rr.phases.
The Filipino Family Today
The place of the family in pre-Spanish Philippine society,

3~.
4Teodoro A. Agoncillo and Oscar M. Alfon s o, "A Short History
of the Filipino Feople, 11 (unpublished manuscript in the Department
of Farish Education Library of the Lutheran Church :i.n the Philip1>ines,
Manila, ~hilippines).
5Robert Fox, "Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino Culture,"
(Unpublished manuscript in the Department of F-arish Education Library
of the Lutheran Church in the Philippines, Nanila, l ·h ilippines) •
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as outlined above, is descriptive of what David Riesman has termed
a "tradition-directed 1:,ociety, 11 that is, a society that tends to
follo w the traditions set down by its predecessors. 6

In contempo-

rary }hilippine society, the family is still the basic cultural
unit.

Blood ties are. still paramount, oftentimes to the detriment

of broader units of social organization as is pointed out by Fox:
The pervasive influences of the family still empha size loyalty ./
and support of the blood group and, therefore, minimize obligations to the broader units of social organi,ation (the
barrio, the town, the church, and the state).
Agoncillo a nd Alfonso likewise point out the importance of
far.iily ties stating that "everything revolves around" the family. 8
Alt hough the family unit includes both parents and siblin£s, Fox
notes in a nother article tha t " generally speakir.6, family life
centers on the children," the elernentary family becoming formalized when a child i s born to a couple. 9 Pointing up the emphasis
on the children still further, Fox observes:
The birth of a child forms the link between the families
{of the parents.].
L~nd and other properties are t hought of
as being held in trusteeship by parents for their children.
Family funds are rarely, if ever, spent by the parents for
their own wants. On the contrary, the family will plunge into
debt for children • • • for their education, in cases of illness, or for a daughter who has been chosen queen for the
ba rrio fiesta. Family capital and savings are the inheritance .
of children, to be divided equally among them. A common excuse for denying loans, even to relatives, is that the properties and money belong to the children. Because of this concern
for children, it is not unusual to find indulged children in

6 navid Riesman, The Lonely Crowd (New liaven, Connecticut: Yale

University ~reas, c.1961), PP• llf.
7Fox, "Pre-Spanish Influences in ~"'ilipino Culture."

8Agoncillo and Alfonso, "A Short History of the Filipino People."
9Robert Fox, "Filipino Family and Kinship," (Unpublished
manuscript in the Department of Parish Education Library of the
Lutheran Church in the Philippines, Manila, Pbilippi11es).
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Filipino families, usually 1bhe youngest, despite the relatively
firm pattern of authority.
But while the children are the center of the family it is still
the parents who make the decisions.
The pattern of generation respect in Filipino society (being
perhaps the primary factor ordering international respect,)
gives decision-making powers to family heads and older individuals regardless of their acquired knowledg
Choices of
alternatives are weighed in favor of tradition. 11
If three generations are livin g under the same roof it ie
still the eldest in whom lies the seat of authority.

Agoncillo

and Alfonso point up this aspect in rather humorous vein:
The father is the bead of the family, but while he rules the
mother governs. For it is the mother that reigns in the home:
she is the educator, the financial officer, the laundrywoman,
and the cook. But over and above the "ruler 11 and the "governor"
are the grandparents, whose opinions and decisions on all important matters are sought. Will a new-born child be baptized?
The grandparents are consulted and what they say carries much
weight. Ignore them and you risk their stinging rebuke. Is
the child sicl,? Will you call a doctor? Wait a minute, the
grandfather thinks an herbolario is enough. lie has reached
his ripe old age without having known a doctor. Do you think
you can reach his age? Why, then, should you risk the life
of the child by calling somebody whose experience is limited
to turning gadgets that he, an old man, does not understand?
No, he will not allow his beloved grandchild to be touched by
the medico! You wring your hands in sheer frustration, appeal
to him in the name of modern acience--and get a stern look or
a ve r bal dressdown for your e·f forts. Such is the "tyranny" of
the elders that the Fili.pino family, in spite of the inri~ds
of modern civilization, has remained basically the same.
Another aspect that plays a tremendously important role in
this familistic society is the concept of collective responsibility.
"The interests of the individual in Philippine society are secondary
to those of the family.

Marriage, for example, is seen as an

lOibid. The parenthetical r,hrase was added by the writer for
clarification.

11Fox, "Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino Culture."
12Agoncillo and Alfonso, "A Short History of the Filipino People."
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alliance of two families, not simply of two individuals. 1113

It

isn't any wonder, then, that the membere of the family feel
responsible for one another.

Here fox informs ue:

The F'il .,_pino family extends involv ~ment and respon s ibility
to all members. An offe11se agaizwt one member of the family
is conceived of as a threat to the whole family. An unlawful
or immoral act c ommitted by one family member brings diccredit
to ev ery fa mily mem.ber. However, the f amily cherishes and
protects the tra nse;ressor as a family r:1ember, even though the
misdeed is not condoned, and any remark by a non-relative
refle cting upon the behavior of the wayward member ii considered a serious offense against the entire family. 4
This aspect of collective responsibility is a pparent not only in
connection with the immediate family but also with other relatives.
If one member of the fa1uily has more than another, he must share
with that f amily member who has little or none.
ABoncillo and .l\lfonso:

According to

"Since collective responsibility charac-

terizes the Filipino family, it follows that the better-off member ~
has to t a ke care not only of his immediate family, but also of
other relatives. 111 5

Thue, it is not an uncommon thing to see un-

employed people seeking financial aid from their relatives.

In

this kind of situation, "to reject them is to court disaster:
poor relations viill start a whispering campaign against the

I

the
tight-

fisted' relative. 1116
And this thought brings to mind an aspect of Filipino familistic society that was touched upon in the preceding chapter:

the

importance of interpersonal relations.

"If there is anything that
a Filipino fears it is the charge of being a 'bad' relative. 1117
Rosalina A. Morales shows ue its importance not only in the family
but throughout all relationships:

l3Fox, "Filipino Family and rinship."

14~.
l.5Agoncillo and Alfonso,

16~.
17ill2.·

11

A Short History of the Filipino People."
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Hore th1:m anything else, the Filipino wants to get a long,
makisam;_. , with others. It is very necessa ry to maintain good
relations, tc feel that one belongs, to be socially a ccepted.
il.t the s a me time, one has to be careful not to make his
friends feel left out, slie;hted or forgotten. This is especially true if one has been successful in some way. He has
to be careful not to neglect his friends lest they feel he has
become p roud and consider them no long er worthy of his friendship. In this respect, one of the best compliments tha t can
be said of another is that he hnsn't changed--hindi nag-iiba.
One v:ho has, has become "very another now", ibang-iba na ngayon.
That i s why there seems to be so much backslappin g a nd prolonged handshak in g when friends rncet.
Conversely, one of the worst thing s that can be said of a
person is that he doesn't know how to get along (hindi marunong
makisama:i
Such a person "won't have anyone to s ee him
5
buried."
Thus an intermediary plays an important role also in Filipino relationships, especially when there is quarrelling bet ween members
of the f a mily or between friends.

"This tendency to refuse to

straighten things or bring things to a head without the help of an
intermedia ry is due to the desire to avoid direct unpleasantness"
and i s genera lly found amoni Filip~noa today.

19

Some Spanish and American influences in family life can be
seen, it is true, and these undoubtedly vary from place to place.
In the more urban areas one is likely to find more Occidental trends
incorporated into Filipino folkways than in the rural areas.
Spanish elements would include the stress on patriarchal authority
in the family, while American elements would stress the emancipation

of the Filipino woman and her right to equality.

Still the basic

concept of the faa,ily is built upon the pre-Spanish, Malayan foundations, and it is this, particularly, that is the dominant strain
in contemporary Filipino society.

There has been a greater absorption

18Rosalina A. Morales, "Ugaling H!lipino: An Introduction to
Filipino Thought and Action," (UnpubliGhed manuscript in the Department of Parish Education Library of the Lutheran Church in the
Philippines, Nanila, r'h ilippines).

~·
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of Occidental culture, at least superficially, in the area of
religion, as the next section indicates.
Religious Life Today
The object of this study is the Filipino Lowlander, that is,
the Filipino of Nalayan background, with his pre-Spanis h religious
beliefs together with the Roman Catholicism that he has inherited
primarily from Spain.

That is not to say, however, that there has

been no religious influence at all on this group by America.

Un-

doubtedly some of the religious values held by Filipinos today were
in part contributed not only by ~merican Protestants, but American
Jesuits a s well.

Yet the basic religious · values found today in

the Philippines are primarily Malayan eo.nd Spanish, often times a
blend of the two.
Carmen Guerrero-Nakpil speaks of this mixture of animistic
and Christia n beliefs when she observes:
The modern Filipino's attitude towards religion is a particularly telling clue of Heterogeneity. Filipino Catholics, in
general, profess a component of animistic belief, an unquestioning adherence to the dead forms of ritual or creed of the
Roman Catholic Church, and a folksy Puritanism which can probably be traced to Monsignor Sheen and the American Jesuit.
Thus, it ia not at all unusual to come across a young couple
who will cross themselves at an omen that could have jumped ·
out of the pages of Figafetta, attend a spiendidly glittering
procession or novena, and join a fashionable family counselling
group in which one discusses in the same jovial YMCA manner,
sex, grace and the TV rating of Msgr. Sheen.
The best proof of this confusing three-way split is that
Americnn Catholics are shocked by the intemperance and casualness of Filipino Catholics; Europeans are baffled by their
familiarity with God and hie ministers; and the Ifugao in their
natural state regard the lowlander 25~ligion as merely a step
up the social and economic ladder.

20auerrero-Nakpil, "The Hybrid Character of Contemporary
Filipino Culture."
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Other Philippine sociologists have labeled this religious blend
21
Folk Catholicisrn, and George Gutherie has devoted a chapter of
his bcok on Filipino Society to thi s particular conce pt i n a
chapter e ntitled "·Chalices and Chickens ."

Here h e note s tr.a t

whereas " amon;s h anila' s upper classes t he Catholic Church is quite
Spanish in form and spirit, • • • in remote barrios the crucifix
and the credo are used to deal wit h the evil spirits. 1122 In a
thesis written in partial fulfillment of the reQuirementa for the
de gr ee of Master of Arts in English at ~a n Carlos Univer s ity ifr
Cebu City, l',ias Llsa Yap has made a study of the religious elements
.
h 1. 1 i. p p ine
.
l
f ouna, in~
pays
. 23 Here, t oo, one c ac sec the b lending
of p:r-e- Spanish ::.nd Spani ch Christian beliefs.

For exai::p lc, tliiss

Yap indic a te s how the concept of Divine ~rovidence a l most borders
on f a t a li sm as we ll as pointine; out superstitious beliefs i n
s pirits by various characters in her play.

AS

an a pparently devout

Roman Catholic it i s evident that Miss Yap has no intenticn of emphasizing these particular characteristics and yet in her a nalysis
she recognizes them Ks being present.

Likewise, another student

of the marriage cuGtoms of the rural areas of the Province of Cebu
points out these same pre- ~panish conce pts in connection with
24
Christian rnar r iae;e as it is celebra ted today.
rhus in aL'Ilost
1

21 li'ox, " Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino Culture. 11
22George Gutherie , The Filipino Child a~d ~hilippine Society
( Manila: I ·hilippine Normal College c.1961), P • 47 . Cf. al.so exa,!iples
given by w. J. Danker, Two i orlds or ~one ( St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House c.1964), pp. ll9f. Euc;ene .Nicla in Cus t oir.n aud
Cultures (New York: Harper and Row, Fublishers c.1954), Ft: • 143f.
discusses this practice in Sout h American countries.
2 3:Elsa Yap, "The Religious Elements in the 1-'hilif pine Plays

Written in English, 11 ( Unpublished Nast er' s 'l'hesis, ·r he University
of San Carlos , Cebu City, f'hilippines , March 1960), passim.
24r.ou:-def! Reyes ~~uesumbinp;, "A Study of the ?larria r;e Customs
of the Rural 1~opulation of the l-rovince of Cebu," ( Unpublished
Master's Thesis, University of San Carlos, Cebu City, } hilippines,
1956), PP• 86£.
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every area of religious life, one can find this blending between
animism a nd Roma n Catholicism.

In his observation of Folk Catholi-

cism, Fox contends that "spirits still i nhabit the proximate environment a nd influence the daily life of t h e people; charms are
still be lieved to be dependable. 1125
Aside from t he admixture of animism and superstitious practices,
there are other reflections of this religious blend.
is f amily-centered worship .

One of these

Hunt tells us:

One receives a general impression that religious i nterest in
the Filipino family is a l most more farJily-centered than church
centered. At the least, one could say that the strong familistic tendency found in the traditional Filipino family system
also has a noticable i nfluence on reli gious life. There are
several patterns of behavior which seem to support this view.
The first pattern is that whenever some big family event is
occurring in the parish c hurch, such as t h e weddi ng , baptism,
or buria l of a rela. t ive, even the moat a nti-cleric a l me1nbers
o f t he k inship group are generally present for the church
c e remonies . This would seem to indicate, therefore, that
they will go to church for family reasons, thou 6 h ordinarily
they would not attend religious services.
Anoth er pattern of a different nature, but which also indic a tes
the f a milis tic attitude, is t he widespread incidence of family
shrines in Filipino home s . Thus, one ma y f i nd that a family
has s o set asic.:.e a part of t !1eir house that t h ey have a veritable little chapel in t he house. Certain fa mily members
will pra y regularly at these home shrines and tend them with
great c a re, though they may rarely go to church. Again, therefore, one would say that thie shows a family-centered religious
attitude. Interestingly enough, these fan: ily shr i nes are far
fewer among American Catholics than among Fi lipino Catholics.
Moreover, thos e Catholics in the United States who do possess
these shrines often have a much less elaborate type.
Still another type of behavior which seems to support these ,/'
views is the i mportance placed on the All Saints• Day ceremonies. The tremendous flocking of people to the cemeteries
on this day seems to show that family relat~gns are considered
to be of prime i mportance even after death.

2 5Fox, "Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino Culture."

26Cheater L. Runt, et. al., Sociology in the ~hilippine Setting
(Manila: Alemar•s, c.1954), PP• 75, 76.
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Hunt's point with this quote is, of course, the predominance of
the pre-Spanish fa milistic pattern in Filipino religiou s life today.
In both the cas e of the family shrine and in connection with the
All Sainte' Day observance both of which are at first glance definite
Spanish Catholic importations, there is reason to believe that we
still see here a dominant influence from the Mal ayan religious observances.

This belief is supported by Fernandez who tells us that

the pre-Spanish Filipinos had no special place fo~ worship and therefore celebrated their religious fes tivals in the house of the chief.
This home of the chief where the festival (pandot) was being celebrated, was called a simbahan, the sa~e word that is used for a
church buildin~ today. 2 7
The a dapt ibility of the Filipino people is atte s ted time and
time aga in by soci:ologic al observers who a gree with Robert 1''ox that
t he basic Filipino values and institutions are pre-Spanish a nd that
the changes which have occurred due to Western influences have been
adapted and reshaped to local patterns of doing, believing, and
28
thirudn g .
It is in keeping with this principle that .Manalang and
Jose note the following in connection with Philippine religious life:
It has often been stated that the greatest c ontribution of
Spain to Fhilippine culture was the introduction and extension
of Catholic Christianity. On the other hand there are claiQS
tha t the Spanish administration set up organized religion on
an understructure of i gnora~ce and fear. The inadequate number of missionaries may have precluded a more intelligent execution of conversion. At a ny rate it is safe to etatethat in
the case of Filipinos who have already believed in numerous
spirits and eky-worlds the transition to faith in one God with
three person and an assembly of· saints must have been relatively easy. 29

2 7Leandro H. Fernandez, A Brief History of the ? hilippines
(Boston: Ginn and Company, c.1932), P• 74.
28 Fo~, "Pre-Spanish Influences in Filipino Culture."
29Priscila s. Manalang and F. Sionil Jose, "Religion in the
Philippines," (Unpublished manuscript in the Department of Parish
Education Library of the Lutheran Church in the Philippines, Manila,
Philippines).
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The religious factors in Philipr ine society today are attributable m.ainly to Malayan and Spanish influences and little mention
has been ma de about the Americ;an influence on Philippine religion.
The establishment of a Protestant church which embraces about five
percent of the population is certainly evidence of t his, but, as
indicated, the object of this study is not the Protesta nt population.
This study concerns itself with the Filipino LowlE,nder, many of
whom have the orientation of animistic beliefs and Roman Catholicism
described above. And yet, there have been various influences from
America, influences in the area of education, politics, and commerce,
and likewise in the area of religion.
Material Progress and Materialism
Certainly, as some writers have pointed out, the presence of
a Protestant witness is causing the dominant church, the Roman
Catholic, to strive to be her better self. But beyond Protestantism
the Filipino people have absorbed something from America that cannot
be labeled as having to do with the Christian religion, but which
certainly reflects a religious attitude.

Social progress and materi-

al advanceme nt have also left the mark of materialism. And it is
this i nfluence that is also being incorporated into Fhilippine society.

Carmen Guerrero-Nak.pil shows this particular imported in-

fluence on the Filipino teen-ager:
Having been born during World War •IJ, he spent his most susceptible years immersed in the drum-beating Americanism of
the post liberation era. His first impressions were of the
omnipresence and inevitability of "stateside" things and ideas.
His speech was largely formed from GI sl~ng; the songs his
mother sang to him were snatches from American wartime dance
halls. He practically and often literally cut his teeth on
the end products of the American ~ay of Life.
The burdens of the Filipino teen-ager's Americanism are materialism and conformism. He has a corroding admiration for wealth;
money, he believes, is both God and power; and success is intelligible only in terms of material values and economic power.
He admires skill before intelligence, ar.d productivity before
creativity. High wages, social security, materinl comforts
are the bases of his utopia.
In addition, he has a passion for normalcy or the state of
being just like all the others. His desires and aspirations
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are forever tempered by his need for approval and popularity.
His patterns of behavior are in a sociologist's phrase "otherdirected''• He dreads the thought of ever being one of a
minority. His private (and often public philosophy) is predicated on the infallibility of numbers. Next ~8 a rich man
what he would most lL!.t.e to be is a regular guy.
The preceding quote gives the inpression that the materialistic
influence left by America on the Yhill.pJ:ines has been great; yet one
has to recognize that the writer is probably spealdng particularly
of the urba n areas.

Whether there iu as predominant an influence

as this writer would indicate or not the sa~e influences are drawn
by other Filipino authors.

When speaking of the peculiar (unfavor-

able) traits of the Filipino people in his book Looking at Ourselves,
Attorney Batacan generally sees .American influences in a materialistic setting.3l

The materialistic influence is definitely there

and is observable throuehout the Philippines.
Yet material advancement does not necessarily mean that the
only result is an unfavorable one.

Material progress, stimulated

by the Americun era, has also meant the introduction of certain
forms of mass media to which the Filipino people did not have access
before.

The Philippines has not been too far behind in keeping up

with Western countrieB when it comes to such evidence of material
adva ncement as radio and television.

While these forms of communi-

cation are not used as extensively aa in more highly developed
countries, they are definitely coming more into the center of Philippine life.

At the time of this writing, for exa~ple, most people

throughout the Philippines have access to a transistor radio; television is just being introduced in some of the major cities.
Mass communications are mentioned in this connection because
these also might provide an avenue of approach to the Filipino

30Guerrero-Nakpil, "The Hybrid Character of Contemporary
Filipino Culture."
31 Delfin Fl. Batacan, Looking at Ourselves (.Manila: Philaw
Publishing, c.1956), See Chapters l, "Nind Your Own Business" and
2, "Keeping up With the Santoeee. 11
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people, and a ny evan gelistic approach must not overlook possible
mass evan~elism techniques.
use of the dra ma .

This is especially true regarding the

In the thesis in which ahe analyzes va rious con-

temporary :i·hilippine plays l'.iss Elsa Ya.p observes that "the drama
flowered until it becam e the favorite di version of the Filipinos
and the chief channel through which Chri s tian tea chings were diffused.1132

While the drama iri itself does not derive from the

American influence in the Philippines, but was used extensively
even in pre-Spanish times, its use has been given ne w impetus
through the media of mass communications in the era of material
advancement under A~erica and since 1946 when the Philippines
gained its independence.

.

And this also may have particular im-

plications for evangelistic approaches to the Filipino Lowlander.
These three main national influences:

the more predominant

one, the Malayan, together with the Spanish and American, present
a picture of contemporary Philippine culture.

And yet, in all this

a clear-cut picture of the Filipino himself, the various personality
traito tha.t make him what he is, has not yet been brought into
focus.

'rhua the psychological characteristics of the Filipino \Yill

be drawo in the next chapter.

32 Yap, "The Religious .!!;laments in the Philippine Plays Written
in English," P• 2.

CH.AFTER IV
l-'SYCHOLOGICAL CHAR;\CTERISTICS 01'' THE

FILIPINO LO?lLl\NDER
Certain of the customary behavior patterns or folkways in
contemporary Philippine society fall into a special cate gory becaus e t he y have tak en on a moralistic value, a nd are termed "mores"
1 These include ba sic codes of behavior a nd deby s ociolo gists.
linea.te, as liunt observes, "the rie;ht or proper" v1ay to behave.~ -.
Four of these psychological characteristics having ethical values
will be cons idered in this chapter:
tivity and Fata lism.

Hospitality, Loyalty, Sensi-

In connection with the s e rather broad cate-

gorie s , t he reader will find related traits also considered.

At

the end of the chapter, the section dealing with regional characteristic s will touch upon psychological characteristics that are not
included under the four cateeories presented.
Hospitality
" Among our admirable qualities as a race, our tra ditional
hospitality is easily our finest shining virtue." These words by
Delfin Batacan, author of Looking at Ourselves, 3 a study of Filipino
pers onality traits, are echoed b y forei gn observers a s well:
Even before the United States cau1e to the F·hilippine Islands
by accident of war, Dean C. Worceeter, speaking as a scientist

made the following observation which evidently pictured existing conditions at the time: "The forei gn traveler c annot fail
to be impressed by the Filipino's open-handed and cheerful

1chester Hunt et. al., Sociology in the Philippine Setting
(Manila: Alemar's, c.1954), P• 7

2fil2_.
3Delfin Fl. Batocan, Looking at Ourselves (Manila: Philaw
Publishing, c.1956), P• 5
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hospitality. Re will go to any amount of trouble and no
little expense in order to accomodate som, perfect stranger
who has not the slightest claims to him."
Although peoples all over the world can be described as being
hospitable, ligoncillo and. Alfonso tell us that ~'ilipino hospitality
is unique:
Are you a stranger who have lost your way? Knoc~ at the door
of even the humblest yokel and he offers you his home. In
other climes you roight be suspected of being a hoodlum or a
poseur. Consequently you might be looked upon with ouspicion.
Call it naivete, but the Filipino opens his heart to you, a
complete stra nger, and offers you the best in his kitchen and
bed chamber. Re makes the bed for you and asks you, usually
with a profusion of apologies, to make yourself feel "at
home," while he, the hoc;;t, sleeps on the cold floor. He prepares water for your morning ablution, wait! upon you at the
table, and makes life worth living for you.
Pointing out tha t such a pattern of entertainment is not only restricted to visitors, George Gutherie notes that fiestas, baptisms,
weddings, and funerals as well as the "blov.-out," the urban expression of the same cereliionial hospitality, are occasions for such
an overwhelming demonstration of attention.

6

Loyalty
Related to hospitality yet &t the same time retaining a quality
all ita own is the trait of loyalty.

Although deeply rooted in the

familistic background this i:,articular characteristic is not restricted to members of the same faJUily, but extends to relationships
between friends and social groups.

4

Moreover,

Ibid.

5Teodoro A. Agoncillo and Oscar M. Alfonso, 11 .A short History
of the Filipino People," (Unpublished manuscripts in the Department of Parish .Education Library of the Lutheran Church in the
Fhilippinea, Manila, Philippines).
6
George Gutherie, The Filipino Child and Fhilippine Society
(Manila: Philippine Normal College Press, 1961), P• 110.

friendship is sacred and implies mutual help under any circumstances. A friend . is expected to come t o t he aid not only
of a personal friend, but also of the latter's f amily, A
man's frien d is considered a member of the family and is expected to share its tribulations as well a 6 its pro ~perity
and har,piness. It is a lmost unthinkable for the Filipino to
betray his friend, and if there be such a one, he becomes a
marked man: ostraci'm is the lightest p unishment that can
be meted out to hir.1.
./

Closely connected to loyalty is the concept of utang na loob, v·
a s y st em of contractual obligation whic h results when one person
has done a favor for another.

What is involved in such a giving

a nd r eceiving of f a vors is brought out by Gutherie :
One does not dispense or receive favors without full awareness
of the obligation entailed. '.i.'hese favors may i nc l ude finding
a job, arranging an introduction or getting a permit for the
recipient. But this is not just a matter of giving a favor
a nd receiving one in return. Favors are not returned like
bo.rrowed articles. Instead a relationship is establis hed in
which no one keeps count and the return
not in kind but in
ot her matters such as political support.

es

Iu suc:h a wa y , ·. ,dthin the fr ame-work of the conce pt of utang na
loob, loya lties are establiahed and maintained.
Sensitivity
Fi lipinos are highly sensitive people out of which has developed a sense of persona l dignity as well as such desirable traits
as courtesy and politeness.

Batacan sees this characteris tic as

£iring the Filipino people with ambition and enabling them to rise
and demand the respect and equality of other races, in spite of
subsequent criticisms of it in the latter part of his book.9
As already indicated, the common Filipino characteristic of
politeness also is related to bis sensitive nature.

Gutherie notes,

7Agoncillo and Alfonso, "A Short History of the Philipino
People."

8
Gutherie, p. 122.
9Bataean, p. 6.
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for example, that sensitivity for the feelings of others is one of
the premises which is not spoken, but which i s very influential in
.
10
hi s d ec i sions.
Related to the pattern of respect for older persons is the
pattern of deference and politeness toward others. ~his is
built into the language as shown by the use of~ and !:.2, and
the paki prefix of verbs which is used when asking permission.
More generally the language encourages an indirect approach
to others through the ~se of third person constructions in
speaking to a person. 1
Sensitivity, commonly known as amor proprio, does not a lways
ma nifest i tself favorably.

How easily Filipinos can become offend-

ed is a l s o treated by Attorney Batacan:
We often see that even innocent c offiments, cons tructive criticisms give n by friends in all c a ndor a nd sincerity, brotherly
s uggestions and r a therly counsel designed to guide us a nd made
with the noblest of intentions, tend to excite u s ~nd we act
unfa vora bly. We fe e l o f fended and our f eelings are deeply
hurt. We often mistake admonition for accusation; we mista ke
a dvice for ridicule; and the moment othera laugh when ae err
vie immediately feel humiliated and suddenly think of racial
d isparity or s ocial inequality. We quic k ly suspect t hat our
fellow men are laughing _il us when in 1·eal ity t hey are laughing
~ us.
And so the laughter, wholesome and provocat i ve, and
which others considers good medicine because it rea lly is, is
considered an insult. Forthwith our a nger rises, our temper
boi ls, our temperature soars, our fiats clench, our tongues
commence to spout invectives , and we are ready to resort to
the arbitrament of pugilism. 'l'hen with a ll innocence, we cutely ex~usi our unpleasant manners by calling our behavior: ~
proprJ_o. 2
This particular aspect of Filipino behavior is also the reason for
certain attitudes in interpersonal relations that are not understandable to the Westerner.

Because of his sensitive nature the

Filipino will not, for example, accept casual invitations.

For this

gives the impression that the one inviting him is really not so interested in having him accept.

10
Gutherie, P• 119.
1 1 ~•• P• 118.
12Batacan,

PP• 45, 46.

He prefers and will react favorably
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to "strong invitations," invitations that are repeated two or three
or more timea. 13
Because the Filipino is concerned about the feelings of others
he will generally accept the other person's invitation or point of
view weakly instead of proffering a flat rejection or refusal. In
connection with invitations received Mias Morales points up the
sensitivity of the Filipino who finds it difficult to answer an
absolute "no.":
When the 1"'ilipino says "I' 11 try to come" it usually means one
of three things:
l) I can't come but I don't want to hurt your feelings by
saying "No."
2) I'd like to, but I'm not sure you really want me to come.
Please insist that I do.
3) I'll probably meet you between eight and nine but 4•11 not
say "Yes." Something may prevent me from coming. 1
Likewise, criticisms are generally couched in euphemistic
language to avoid hurting the person towards whom they are directed.
As Miss Morales points out, "the motivation for euphemisms is not
simply the desire to please, to get along, but also the reluctance
to embarrass, hiyain the other peraon. 1115
Hiya, the concept of embarrassment ("shame" in Filipino English),
is equivalent to the idea of "loss of face" which Westerners traditionally associate with Orientals.

It is very important for smooth

interpersonal relations that embarra6ement be avoided as ruuch as
possible.

This is seen, for example, in the giving and receiving

of favors:
It is so important for the person asking for a favor not to
be "shamed 11 that both parties are careful not to offend and to
appear offended. If the favor can't be granted, it's the person

l3Rosalina A. Morales, 11 Ugaling Filipino: An Introduction to
Filipino Thought and Action." (Unpublished manuscript in the Department of Parish Education Library of the Lutheran Church in the
Philippines, Manila, Philippines).

14~.

15~.
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who cannot oblige who apologizes for his failure to do so.

He

makes it clear that it is not because he does not want to, but

there are factors beyond his control which make it impossible
for hin1 to oblige.
This carefulness not to offend or hurt the other person's
feelings is such that when one cannot give a beggar alms, for
instance, he asks to be forgiven--Patatawarin po.
The followin B Tagalog saying proves how important it is not

to be shamed--Hindi baleng huwap; mo akong ruahalin, huwag mo
lang akong hiyain, literally "It doesn•1 6matter if you don't
love me as long ae you don't shame rne. 11
While sensitive, the Filipino is not as desirous of approval as is,
say, the American. He merely wants to be accepted:
It is desirable to get along, to be accepted, to belong. (The
hmerican, it is said, wants more than acceptance. He craves
for approval, to be liked as well as accepted, and this desire
likewise influences his speech and behavior). It would be
nice to be approved of, too, but the Filipino often settles
for acceptance. As long as he does i~t suffer open disapproval
or rejection, it's alright with him.
Fatalism
Together with hospitality, loyalty, and sensitivity, fatalism
is considered another basic psychological characteristic of the

Filipino people.

The implications of thia characteristic are bound

up in the ragalog word Bahala na, a term which defies precise trans1

lation, as is brought out by Agoncillo and Alfonso:
Can you go through that wall of fire? Bahala na. Are you sure
you can convince him to give up his plan of leaving home?
Bahala na. There are dangers ahead; don't be so foolish as to
rush in where nngele fear to tread. Bahala na. This is the
last morsel we have; where do we get tomorrow's food? Bahala
na. Don't gamble your last centavo; you might go ho1ne llith
pockets inside out. BiAala na. He is big and strong; can you
fight him? Bahala na.

16

Ibid.

l7Ibid.

18 Agoncillo and Alfonso, "A Short History of the Filipino
People."
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Batacan points out that this phrase has counterparts throughout the isla nds, not only in Tagalog, but also in many of the other
dialects:
the Tagalog beliefs known as · talaga ng Diyos (ordained by God)
and utos ng Tadhana (decree of fate), together with the ir
Illoc ~no counterpart of gaa)t (destiny) and the ViGayan adoption
of the Spanish suerte (luck abuf§a ntly supplement the already
fat al istic outlook or Bahala na.
The real fl a vor of this particular characteris tic of t he Filipino
is brought out in several Tagalog phrases. For exam ple when times
are ba d, nhen there is trouble in his life the Filipino would say
Talagang ga.nyan ang buhay, that is, "Life's rea lly lik e that." Or
Hinsa n mapaibabaw, minsan mapailalim, that is, "Life's like a
wheel; s cnietimes one's up, sometiiues, one's down." Another phrase
indica tes his apparent lack of ambition or concern for what the
Americ a n ca lls " getting ahead.": Ang kapalaran ko di ko man hanapin,
dudulog lalapit, kung talagang akin, which means " Even if I don't
look for ,~y fortune, it will come if it is meant for me. 1120
Two d irections are prominant in this characteris tic. The
fir s t of these ia resignation. "When· things go wrong one shrugs
and accepts it. 'rl1ere is nothing one can do about it, so \1hy worry." 21
Bataca n i ndicates the Bahala na attitude often takes the form of procrastination. He goes on to point out that, for the individual,
"it is a roadblock to iniative and productivity". and "when carried
on a national scale, it is a monst·rous hindrance to social progress
and brings about national decay. 1122 He cites also the Man'ana habit
2
in the same connection. 3

l9Batacan, p. 28.
20Morales, "Ugaling Pilipino: An Introduction to Filipino
Thought and Action."
21

outherie, P• 116.

22 Batacan, P• 25.
2 3Ibid. p. 24f. Maifana is the Spanish word for "tomorrow" and
has reference to the practice of procrastination.
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The second direction is that of lack of discouragement in the
face of difficulties. Agoncillo and Alfonso see the Bahala na
attitude as a factor in keeping the Filipino mental attitude
healthy. 24 But at the aame time Gutherie observes that it can also
lead him to an over-opt i mism, citing as an example undertaking a
project wi th inadequate means. 25

Closely a ssociated with this is

the Ningas Cogon complex which Gutherie describes:

"Just as the

cogon flaz:1es brilliantly but only briefly when i gnited, eo do many
undert e,kings. 1126

A study of the psychological characteristics is

complicated by the fact that regional differences, based at leas t
in part on the geo graphical divisions, also prevail.

A

brief con-

6id er a tion of t hese will also be of value in s howing the implications
of an eva ngelistic approach.
Regional Differences
Agoncillo and Alfonso speak of the regional differences of the
Filipinos as arising out of the fa~ilistic background and are thus
extension of family ties. 27 Further, in pursuing the polic y of
·'

"divide and conquer" the Spaniards pressed Filir,in!:'s of a parti cular
region into service against those of another region, thus also
accounting for the spirit of "re-gionalism" seen so often in athletic

28

contests or political caillpaigns.
The following brief analysis
will point out that certain characteristics found in one area of the
Philippines are not necessarily duplicated in another.
Our first consideration is the Illocano who, while living mainly

24 Agoncillo and Alfonso, "A Short History of the Filipino People.',

25Gutherie, P• 116.

26~.
2 7Agoncillo and Alfonso, "A S hort History of the li'ilipino

People."

28 Ibid., P • 59. Cf. also Batacan's discussion of regionalism.
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in the northern area of Luzon, can also be found throughout the
Philippines.
From the north comes the Illocano or Samtoy, as he wants to be
called. An excursion into the northern region reveals that
the Samtoy has spilled into the non-Illocano provinces of Abra,
Cagayan, Nueva Vizcaya, northern Nueva Ecija, Pangasinan,
Zambales, and a part of tarlac. The Illocos region is hemmed
in on one side by forbidding mountain r ange s and on the other
side by the sea, so that economic opportunities are limited.
'l'he small piece of l and that he cultivates is not .sufficiently
fertile to yield abundant crops. Such an e"lvironment could
only produce adventurous, industrious, hardy, patient, and
frugal people. Economic pressure forces him tc migrate to
some greener valleye either in Nindanao or in Hawaii and continental United States. There because of his patience, industry,
fru~ality, he carves his fortune and most of the t~~e succeeds.
He is not one to stay put in a locality if better opportunities
in some land beckon. It is for this reason that one finds the
Samtoy everywhere in the Philippines.
Hardy a nd frugal, patient and industrious, the Samtoy almost
always succeeds in his chosen profession. His frugality is
proverbia l and compares favorably with that of the Scot. It
has been the custom of the :F'ilipino to foot the bill if he
happens to invite his companions to, say, a dinner or a round
of drinks. It would be difficult for the Samtoy, under the
circumst ances, to dig into his pockets to take charge of the
situation. This is because he earns his money the hard way,
and he is not one to nullify his efforts by being a spendthrift.
Nature not being so kind to him, the Samtoy finds his surroundings not conducive to humor. Anybody sees humor in such a
ki~d of environment is a born humorist. The Samtoy is not a
born humorist. lie takes life seriously and considers it an
object of struggle. That is why he appears sluge;ish and shy,
and creates the impression that he is gettine; ready to wrestle
with the surrounding forces. He takes ti1.;e in deliberating
a.nd appears hesitant i11 his manners • • • •
The Samtoy is a lover of his culture and takes pride in cultivating it. He instinctively resorte to it in conversing with
a fellow Samtoy, and is not bothered by the fact that he has a
non-Samtoy for a co~~anion. Of all Filipinos, he has the best
chance of survival.
Proceeding south from the geographical location of the Samtoy
brings one into the Tagalog region which comprises ·the provinces of

29 Ibid.

-
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"N"ueva Ecija, Bulacan, Bataan, a small pa.rt of Tarlac, Rizal Laguna,
Cavite, Batangas, ~,uezon, an.d the islands of .Marinduque and
Mindoro. 1130

Agoncillo and Alfonso observe that the historical

accident t hat makes Manila, the former political capital and the
center of cultural and commercial life, the heart of the region also
mak es the Tagalog feel superior to the re s t of the Filipinos.

In

the ir Short History t hey describe the Tagalog in this way:
He i s neither fru gal nor extravagant. His code of ethics is
strict, his pride fierce. The ties that bind him to his home
are so strong that, unlike the Samtoy or the Visayan, he prefers to stay put in his homeland to migrating to greener
valleyn to carve out his fortune. 'l'he result is that among
the Filipinos he has developed the strongest tendency to live
wit h h i s parents or in-laws even after his marriage.
Less c oncerned vlith his environment than his Samtoy brother,
the Ta galo g enjoys the finer things of life. He is at once a
lover und a born poet. But unlike the Sa mtoy whose poetry is
sust aine d epic, the poetry of the Tagalog i s lyrical. He is
a dreamer and tak f the slightest opportunity to burst out
into declamation.

3

In the southerrunost part of Luzon lies the Bicol region and again
Agoncillo and Alfonso provide a description of the .oicolano:
The Bicolano is known for his even temper and religiosity.
Kindly like the Visayan, he views life with studied calmness
and seldom shows his rough edges. But, like the Visayan, he
k nows how to enjoy life and to take its offering s ,dth philosophical equanimity, He is fond of spicy food and no :food is
sood to him which is not liberally sprinkled with spices,
particularly red J)epper. Whether this predilection is a sign
of bravery or of the ability to suffer is difficult to ascertain. One thing, however, is definite: when the Bicolano is
not enjoying mundane li£e to the hilt he is contemplating it
in the church or , 1uinary. Many Filipino priests come from
2
the Bicol region.
Finally, in the islands south of Luzon, the Visayan peoples are
located.

The Visayan

is a happy-go-lucky man more interested in the here and now than
in the past or future. He exceeds the Tagalo g in his love of

30

Ibid.

3libid.

32 Ibid.
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the finer things of life, so much so that, in contrast with
the Samtoy, he is ready to spend his last peso to enjoy life
to its lust drop. Because he is not compelled by his environment to work half na much as his Samtoy brother, the Visayan
is a spendthrift. But lik e his brother in the north, he is
adventurous and is afflicted with wanderlust. The Visayan
t~irl, unlike her Tagalog sister, can leave home \~ithout comp unction to follow the glean, of adventure. t'or t his reason
s he is more self-reliant than the Tagalog.
The Visayan is a hedonist. Give him a jug o f ~ a~d a
piece of dried fish and he will sing the wilderness into
paradis e. He is a lover like the Tagalog, but he expresses
hi s cons uming passion in music, not in poetry. Thus, armed
with a banduria, a ukelele or a guitar, he forgets his sorrows,
ev en his hunger, if he is poor, by carressing the strings of
hi s mu s ic a l instrument and singing to its accompaniment. He
may not know the difference between n do and a mi on paper, but
be c an put togeth!J the notes of the scale to produce lilting,
coquettish music.
The precedi11 g observations bring out the fact that t he Illocano
is i ndustrious a nd frugal in contrast to t h e Visayan, while the
Visayan a nd the Bicolano are known for their even temperament. The
Ta ga lo g differs from all three with regard to his strict code of
ethics and hie tendency to rema in close to home. These differences
intimate that the psychological characteristics of the Filipino are
not everywhere alike and that also provincial and geographical
differences must be taken into consideration when considering the
implications of applyin g the Gospel to the lives of the people of
a given locality.

33~.

CHi.FrF;n V

IMPLICATIONS OF FILIPINO CULTURAL PATTERNS
FOH EVANG ELISTIC llF'?ROACHES

The Filipino's cultur~l pattern is a unique one, moulded as
it has been by the Malayan, Spanish, and American influences.

There

is no doubt that other countries a nd national groupin~s have also
played a minor role in shaping the thought and life of the Filipino
people tha t are not brought out in the scope of this study.
purpose of this study

has

The

been to examine the dominant cultural

characterist ics and these have been set forth in the preceding
chapters.

In all of this the main consideration of this study has

not yet been brought into focus:
to the Filipino lovilander.

namely, the evangelistic approaches

Suggested approaches will now be set

forth on the basis of an examination of the Filipino's cultural
background a nd cultural traits.
Pre-evangelism and Communication
In a sense, this entire presentation ha s been concerned with
communication, with pre-evangelism.

It is an attempt, by means of

an examination of the culture in which the Filipino lives, to determine the beet way of reaching him, serving him, meeting his needs,
with the Gospel:

the news of Ood's great redemptive act in sending

His Son as t he Christ, as the Lord and Savior of all peoples throughout the world.
In his book The rt.iracle of Dialogue, Reuel Howe sta tes that
communication takes place when there is a ~eeting of meaning between two or more people. 1 This points up the i mport a nce of rapport
between the participants in a diulogue, a rapport tha t must be

1 Reuel Howe, The Miracle of Dialogue (Greenwich, Connecticut:

The Seabury Press,

c.1963), PP• 22, 23.
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establ i shed within the context of the cultural milieu cf the people
involved.
What has been described as t he most element a ry psycholo Eical
chara cteris tic of the }"ilipino people, namely hospita lity, makes it
e asy t o establis h r apport with them.

The Filipino opens hi~ house

to his euest and i s eager to pleas e.

He enjoys taving company a nd

looks fo r ward to return visits of t ho ee whom he considers to be his
fri ends .

What i s more, t he Filipino discusses religious topics

with littl~ emburrassment.

In such an atmosphere the soil is easily

til led in prepara t i on for the pla nting of the s eed of the Word.
At t he s a me time, one mu s t be fully cognizant of t he barriers
to communication that exist bet ween people of the same cultures.
Howe lis ts five:

(1) the barrier of language where the same words,

ha ving wide ranges of nua nces and variations born of individual
a ssocia t i ons and experie nces, c a n have a different meaning for
diff erent pers ons , (2) the barrier of icages where what another 1:.ays
has t o filter through what we think he is lik e and therefore what
we t hink h e i s saying, (3) the anxieties that the participants bring
t o t he c onversat i on tha t keep t hem frqm s peak i r,g and responding to
one ano t her with meaning , (4) the barrier of defe n siveness, such as
self-justif icat i on or projection, a nd (5) the barrier of t he holding
of contra ry purposes. 2

If the person attempting to reach the

Filipino i s a ~ee tern missionary these _barriers . are, of course, ·
greatly multiplied.
Because of the important position given smooth interpersonal
relations in Philippine society coei1r:i.unication with the Filipino
would take on a somewhat different aspect t han the candor and
frankness of the American approach which the Filipino might easily
interpret as a personal affront.

This does not mean tha t the content

2 Ibid., PP• 26-31. Cf. Also Warren R. Schmidt, "The Churchman
and theSocial Sciences" in Toward Adult Christian Education (River
Forest, Illinois: Lutheran Education Association, 1962), PP• 28!.
Schmidt cites six &1essages that are involved in the conversation
whenever two persons communicate.

4?

of the conversation would neceGsarily be different.

It does mean,

however, that the method employed in com~unicating the content must
be within the context of the Filipino's cultural experience for a

real meeting of meanings to take place.
When one speaks of the importance of developing rapport in
reaching anyone for whatever reason, he is open to the charge of
exploitation.3 Rapport is not developed for the purpose of exploitation, however, rather it ie developed so that a real meeting
of meanings can take place. DeWire says:
'l'he Christian is not eager to be put on a pedesta l as an exa'll;ple to follow, is not eager to "create" another in his own
image. He sets an example not of what the other can become if
he tries hard enough, but of full trust that where t wo or three
meet in the nanie of Chriijt, something can happen to the lives
of all the participants.
In approaching a person with the evangel it is, of course, our desire that the person's thoughts and attitudes and way of life be
completely changed by it. But the actual changing is not the task
of the Christian; it is the task of the Holy Spirit.

The Christian's

task is to communicate as effectively as possible the content of the
evangel through the language of words and relationship so that the
person might reach a responsible decision with regard to that content, so that he can say a responsible "Yes" or "No. 115

It is Howe's

contention that
Communication is successful when either a responsible negative
or affirmative response has been made. A decision to say No is
as much a part of dd.alogue as a decision to say Yee. Most of
us, however, feel that our communication has failed unless it
elicits an uffirma ive decision, one that is in agreement with
our point of view.
The cultural background of the Filipino lowlander with its

5

3Howe, P• 37.

4 Harry A. DeWire, The Christian as Communicator (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, c.1961), P• 99.

5Howe, P• 57.

6.!l?..!!·
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emphasi s on hospitality readily lends itself to the development of
rapport whe re rea l communication can take pl ace.

It i s in such an

atmo sphere where the Spirit c a n work mos t effectively, creating and
sust a inint fa ith in the hearts of thoGe who accept Hi u witness.
r rotestant-Roman Catholic Confrontation
Wha t ha s been said about communication

is true

whether it is

on an individua l level between two persons or whether it is on a
larger s c a l e between groups ouc h as Christian denominations.
question na turally arises:

The

What is to be the evangelical Protes-

tant's s t a nce over a gains t t he individual Roman Catholic, a nd secondly, Wha t is to be the attitude of the Proteetant Church over
agains t t he dominant Church?

These are not easy questions to answer.

And yet it is within t he scope of this study to at least attempt an
answer, bec a us e the Roman Catholic Church is definitely a ma jor
factor i n t he Filipinos' cultural heritage.
if/hen dealing with the position of the Protestant Church over
a gains t t he Roma n Cat holic, a position which shall be set forth first
on t he de.nom i national level, several factors must be t aken into consideration.

Some of thes e, such as the assimilation of a nir:listic

beliefs and practices into the superstructure of the Roman Catholic
faith, ha ve already been mentioned in preceding chapters.

The fact

that, for many people in the Philippines, Christia nity is merely a
veneer superimposed upon a predominatly pagan philosophy of life
is not something that can be passed over lightly.

Yet in a ll of

this one must seek to determine the position of the Roman Catholic
Church.

Is the Roman Church satisfied with the status quo?

Is it

doing anythi ng to rid itself of the i ma ge that it has not only in
the Philippines but a lso in Latin and South American countries where
Hispanic Catholicism accompanied the conquistadors?

One would have

to say tha t, whether it is partially the result of the "new climate"
in the, Roman Catholic Church today or not, there are changes tak ing
place which indicate that today's Catholic Filipinos are not satisfied with the image of Folk Catholicism, as is evidenced by the
effectiveness of Roman priests in winning people back to the church
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as well as t he emphas is on good secondary schools a nd colleges.7
Anot her factor i s that the Protestant Church has much to learn
from the Roman Catholi c, and, at lea st in some i nstances, t he Roman
Churc h is willin g to share her acquired knowledge with her ? rotestant brethren. 8 When considering the entire gamut of Protestant
Churches repr es ented in the Philippines most de noniinations can learn
a · great dea l from the dolliinant churc h in the area of the di gnity
and decorum of worship.

It is the Ateneo de Manila' s Institute of

Phili ppine Culture a nd Anthropology that has made the mos t detailed
study of Phi lippine culture and it is from this particula r source
that the writ e r of this study obt~ined his materials .
a Je suit i nst itution,

The Ateneo is

Likewise, the Protestant Church c a n learn a

grea t d ea l from the Rowan Catholic emphasis on c a tholicity, the
a ppli ca tion of t he Chr istia n religion not only to a ll people, but
a l s o a~d especia lly to t he larger realms of public life, to areas
of educa t i on, economi cs, &nd politics, realms which Fr ote s t a nt
c hu r ches have o f ten considered as secular.
Yet , s tra ngely enough, it is precisely in the area of ca tholicity
where t he Prote s t Hnt church can also witness to the Roman Catholic.
The everyday life of the individual Filipino tends to become compartmenta l i zed.

Oftentimes there is no application o f hi s religion

to his daily activities, his eating a nd hi s drinking , his occupation
and recrea tion.

John Mackay, in his examination of the Protestant

stance over aga inst the Roman Catholic Church in Latin and South
America points up this need:
Two things are needed by Christian evangelists in Latin America
today: they must bridge the gulf between religion and conduct
by the high quality of their lives; they must bridge the gulf

7willia m Danker, Two Worlds or None (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1964), P• 105.
8
~ . , p. 127. Professor Danker notes that the Phi lippine
Acculteration Conference held in Boguio City which is attended by
both Roman Catholics and Protestants has a preponderance of Roman
Catholic scholars by virtue of their length of ti~e in the Philippines.
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bet,,een religious thought and other thought by takin~ religious
idea e out into the open air, a nd there proving that they are
worth while being considered f~r their own sake, and not merely
a s a part of a ceremonial act.

In this wa y t he Protesta nt can help to restore some of the catholicity
to the Roma n Ca tholic Church thut it has previously lost.
Aga in, all of this points up t he need for dialogue, for communication between t he denominations.

Howe observes t hat

Churche s that rea lly have much in corumon tha t should bind them
toge t her never theless find c onversat i on for unity unbe lievably
difficult becaus e of the differences that separate them. Here
aga in, i~sconceptiono of each other block both address and response.
As dia logue between t he Roman Gatholic Church and other Protest a nt denomina tions is promoted the evangel will penetrate i nto the
lives of the greate s t number of people with the minimal amount of
hindra nce due to hostile interdenominational relations.
Through dia logue, then, the Protestant stance over against the
Roma n Ca t holic be gins to take shape.

There is a rea son for the

Protest ant witness in the Philippines, a nd not simply beca us e the
I)rote s t ;:;nt Church is the "true" Church over a gainst t he "fa lse"
Roman Catholic.

Prote s tantis m is ha ppy to observe the "ne" climate"

that i s recogn i zable in the Roman Church, a climate which i s the result of a r eturn to Biblical study.

It is this emphasis that the

Prote s t a nt Church our;ht to encourage in the I-hilipi:,ine s, pointing
the Roma n Church back to the fir s t source of its theolo gy .

Thus,

the Frotestant Church is to act a s an ecclesiastical gadfly, spurring Philippine Catholicism to a re-examination of its past as well
as a reshifting of its future emphases in accord wi th the new impetus
given Biblical studies in other sectors of the Roman Church, thus
performing what W. J. Danker has called a "ministry of stimulation." 11

9John Mackay, The Other Spanish Christ (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1933), p. 267.

10
Howe, p. 19.
ll

Danker, P• 106.
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But if the Protestant Church ia to assume this posture it must be
willing to c a rry on dialogue and to encourage the Roman Church to
do the same.

Such an attitude will constitute a radical change

from what ha s t aken place in the past.
From the confrontation between denominutions we turn to the
confrontation between individua ls.

How should the individua l

Protesta nt c onfront the nominal Roma n Catholic, the adherent of
Folk Catholicism'1

Again, the answer is not an easy one.

If the Protesta nt Church is in the ~hilippine s merely for the
purpo s e of enhancing its own statistics, it is in danger of exploiting the people to whom it has come to minister. Such an
approach would certa inly smack of the institutionalization of the
Church n s i s indica ted by Nackay's observations concerning Latin
l\meric a :

The principal concern of every lover of !~tin Americ a should
be not whether the Continent will become Prote s t a nt, as we
with our institutional-mindedness understand Protestant, but
that it shall become Christian. Protestantism is in the making,
i t h as not yet wholly found itself. r~ristianity is a n ultimate, a n ultimate which is in Christ.
A

Protestant approach to the individual Filipino will lead him

to a confession of Christ as unique Savior and Lord, not on a par
with Mary or other of the canonized saints of the Roman Catholic
Church.

It is not the task of the Protestant Church to make him a

Chris tia n, to make him conform to a particular dogmatical structure.
The task of "Christianizing" is the task of the Roly Spirit.

It is

the task of the Protestant Church to present a Biblic.al witness to
the Christ through which the Spirit of God c a n a nd does operate.
The Spirit of God who has entered a person's life a nd remains there
will also convince that person of hie own ultima te denomina tional
position, whether that be to remain in the Roma n Church and to
"speak of the thine;s which he has seen and heard" in that denomination or to join the ranks of the Pro·t estant fold.

The task of the

Protestant Church is to present an understanding of the evangelical

12Mackay, p. 264.
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position in such a way that the individual can make a responsible
decision, a responsible "lea" or a responsible "No," In either case
he is p repared for Christian witness,
The Protestant stance, then, should be a positive rather than
a negative one.

But by saying this one can not overlook the fact

that in many, perhaps in most cases, conversation will be carried
on in an atmosphere that is highly charged with the Protestant-Roman
Catholic conflict.

Thus a constructive approach Ccln in no wise dis-

regard or overlook differences,

On the contrary it meets them head

on, but within a fracnework of desire for closer -understanding and,
potenti~lly, at least, resolution of the conflicts that exist.

This

is true of both individual abd denominational approaches.
The over-riding task of the Christian individual and the
Christian Church is witness, that is, "mission."

Christia.Ila are

charged with a mandate; their task is to be ambassadors, representativeo of the most high God,

They need only be faithful to this

manda te, a nd in so doing aanifest their faithfulness to God.

The

Spirit of God will achieve results, whether that be in the Roman
Catholic Churc h or the Protestant denominations.
Approaching the Filipino Family
Our examination of the Filipino familistic pattern points up
the fact that prior consideration must be given to a family approach
rather than to an individual approach,

Donald McGavran, in hie book

The Bridges of God shows the contrast between an individualistic
Western approach to conversion and the need for a more corporate
approach in Oriental society:
Among those who think corporately only a rebel would strike out
alone, without consultation and without companions. The individual does not think of himself as a self-sufficient unit, but
as part of the group. llis business deals, his children's
marriages, his personal problems, or the difficulties1 je has
with his wife are properly settled by group thinking.

l3Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God (New York: Friendship Press,

1955), P• 12.
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Although, in a certain sense, every person must ultimately
confront the Christ personally, the Church's approach in reaching
people does not have to be individualiotic.

NcGavran goes on to

point out that in societies where group thinking is predominant,
when a group reaches a decision, every person has had a share in
that decision. 14 So an apI,roach to families rather than the individual does not nece s sarily preclude the individual's personal
responsibility in making that decision.

In addition, the group approach is the most successful answer
to ostracism.

The individual convert is particularly susceptible

to boycott by the group but when the whole family is involved ostracism becomes difficult. 1 5
A reco gnition of the heads of the family as the chief decisionmakers of the group would imply a need to emphasize mission activity
among this group or at least an atteropt to involve them in any
Christian discussions.

Any planned meeting with younger persons

should not bypass an invitation to the parents and other members of
the family.
The ~arangay or community concept carried over from the preSpanish society and still manifested in the barrio fiesta would
point up the need for church-wide activities on the community basis.
The needs of contemporary Philippine society would seem to be met
more wisely by a congregational penetration into the immediate community than by drawing individuals or groups from a distance to a
centrally located church building.
Hand in hand with the _Barangay concept goes the idea of collective responsibility.

That the emphasis on the family binds

individual responsibility up with the family but is lost entirely
when out of the sphere of the family or closely-knit community has
been observed.

Hence it would seem wise to lay special emphasis

on the doctrine of the community of believers or fellowship of the

l4-~., P• 96.
151b·.
--1:.2.•' P• 20.
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saints.

fi1is should carry over fr om the coneregationa l and denomi-

national levels to the Christian Church at large.
The idea of horue-centered worship of the pre-Spanis!1 has been
retained in Spani6h Catholicism.

As indicated, family shrines are

much more common and elabora te in the .Fhilippines than in :uestern
countries.

Thus the establishment and maintenance of family altars

and the promotion of family worship ~ould be in keeping with the
sociolo gical characteristics of the Filipino people.

Special

service s connected with home dedication, marriages, baptisms, funerals, would serve to bring in not only the members of the congregation but o ther relatives as well und would also be in keeping with
their previous cultural patterns.
Doctrinal Implications
The understanding of Filipino culture is basic for applying
Christia n tea chin g to the lives of the people whether this is done
by the We stern missionary or the Filipino National. While it is the
Western mi ssionary who is the most supject to thi s danger, the
nationa l pastor is not exerept because of the regional differences
throughout the Islnnds.
The content given to specific doctrines or concepts is, of
course, determined by ideas that have been handed down from generation to generation.

'fhus, when the Filipino hears the word "spirit"

he is apt to think of the "soul-spirit" of a recently deceased relative, or the "environmental-spirit" that lives in the nearby tree.
Oftentimes the Roman Catholic concept of the "saints" are superimposed upon the earlier, pre-Spanish idea.

An awareness of these

previous beliefs is necessary to divest the word "spirit" from meanings that are not in accord with Scripture.

If these animistic

beliefs are disregarded the danger is that they will be assimilated
into Christian beliefe as has been the case eo often in the Roman
Catholic Church and which it generally recognizes.

Certain seasons

of the church year may lend themselves to dealing with these emphases
in Christian worsh'ip. In the above-mentioned example the festival
of All 5aints' Day would provide an excellent opportunity for the ·
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Scriptural preser,tation of "spirits," "the Holy Spirit, 11 the abode
of the spirits after death and the like.
One particular belief that seems to play a major role in
Philippine life, namely fatalism, must be viewed to gether \'J ith all
of its ramifications, in contrast to the Christian teaching concerning Divine ~rovidence.

In preaching and instruction strict differ-

entiation must be made between "fate" and the "will of God" ,;hich
is so often equated to it in Philippine life.
Lik ewise, recognition of superstitious elements in the everyday
lives of the people will help determine our presentation cf the
doctrine of divine providence and preservation.

The widespread use

of charms must be dealt with so that the Filipino Christia n sees
God as a God who ha e his ultimate welfare at heart regardless of
his possession of any material object that might still be u s ed as a
fetis h for manipulation.

This is true not only of personal charms

but also public shrines which beckon people, promising special favors
to tho se who worship there.
The power given to mediums and functionaries in pre-Spanish
animism finds it o counterpart in the Roman Catholic clericalism
emphas ized in the Philippines.

Such previous patterns would seem

to point up a need for re-emphasis of the universal priesthood of
believers and the encouragement of the laity to be t h e ~ , the
16
people of God, in every facet of life.
Another belief that cannot be bypassed is the attitude toward
the afterlife.

Pre-Spanish religion stressed the sky-worlds as the

abode of the daad, their destiny determined by the cause of their
deatb.

The idea of the dead undergoing trials as a result of their

performance in life could very easily be assimilated into the Roman

16cr. Hendrik Kraemer's, A Theology of the Laity (Philadelphia:
i'he Westminster Press, c.1958), P• 42f. passim, which is the most
basic work on the role of the laity in today's mission. Cf. also
Harry Coiner's article on "The Role of the Laity in the Church," in
Toward Adult Christian Education edited by Donald Deffner (River
Forest, Illinois: Lutheran Educ.;,tion Association, 1962).
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Catholic concept of purgatory.

Hence Gpecial stress should be given

to the Christian doctrine of death and afterlife.
Marriage and burial customs present another area in which great
care must be exercised in determining thoae folkways which do not
militate against Scriptural teachings and those which must be discarded ~e being alien or unfaithful to Christianity.

Many of these

are bound up with pre-Spanish beliefs and have been handed down
through oral tradition.
The whole realm of stewardship is another area which must be
viewed in accord with prevailing cultural patterns.

In this area,

particularly, there would evidently be a diversity of approaches
depending upon the geographical location involved.

Regionalistic

differences would have to be taken into account here especially.
For exaruple, the emphasis on the Christians' use of time, energies,
abilities, and material blessings as applied to the Illocano would
differ considerably from the emphasis placed upon this Chri~tian
teaching a s applied to the Visayan.
The above references to doctrinal implications could be expanded
in great detail.

The important thing for us to note ia that failure

to apply Christian teachings to the culture of the people is in
reality failure to reach them at all.

Any evangelistic endeavor

which remains unaware of or disregards the cultural context is in
vain.
The Implications of Material ¥regress
The preceding chapters have pointed out the strides made in
material progress under the control of the United States and since
Independence.

These strides are evidenced in many ways:

not only

in the multiplicity of gadgets and appliances, but also in the area
of literature a nd the arts, ,ducation, and particularly in the use
of mass media. Some of these advances open up possibilities of
approaches in reaching the Filipino with the evangel.
This is true especially of radio and television.

The inaportance

of the drama in Philippine life even from pre-Spanish times has been
observed.

Thia has been the most important medium through which
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religious ideas were channeled to the people.

Today radio and tele-

vision provide marvelous opportunities for the use of the drama.
Members of congregations might be encouraged to make a radio tape
or to give a live presentation on television of a Scriptural narrative or a play with a religious emphasis.

The

11

soap opera" is among

the programs most frequently heard by the common people and the
least utilized in terms of evangelistic approaches.
Education is related to material progress, and has increased in
importance not only because of the impetus given it through American
political domination but also because of the Roman Catholic emphasis
on a strong school system.

In some cases at least non-sectarian

private colleges welcome classes on ethics and social issues taught
by qualified clergymen.

This avenue is one also that should be

utilized in reaching the country's youth, who will one day constitute
the educated leadership of the Philippines. 17
Materia l progress, as has been observed, has not always produced
good results; it hos also provoked a greedy desire for material gain.
f.latex·ialism is a me.jor force existing particularly in the urban areas
today.

At her best, the Church distinguishes between desire for

legitimate material needs and greedy desire for personal and material
gain.

As ti1e Church explores possibilities for economic involvement

she minimizes the danger of "closing up her bowels of compassion" to
the man in material need.

At the same time she is true to her task

when she does not squelch the iniative and responsibility of the
people to provide for their own needs, but rather points up material
possessions as instruments given man by God for the implementation
of the Kingdom and the ultimate glorification of God.
The democratic form of government which has been incorporated
into ~hilippine political life as a result of the ceding of the
Philippines to the United States has been absorbed by many evangelical

l?Joel Nederhood's observations, in his book entitled The Church's
Mission to tho Educated American (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1960), concerning the importance of
reaching the educated in America, can also be applied to the I·hilip:pine
scene.
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groups into the r,olity of the church as well.

That t h is is not a

natural out growth of 1-hilippine culture but so1:lethini:; that has been
transplant ed from abroad is evident.

A poss ible solution h a s been

found by the United Churc h of Christ in the Philippines which has
combined ''ep iscopal, p resbyterian, and conGregational elements in
its formal organization a nd its actual functioni og . 1118

As Nida

points out,
This i s not p urely t he result of a calculated attewpt to satisfy
all groups involved. It i6 an inevitable outworking of the
variou s elements of social structure wh ich combine to form
Ph i lipr, i ne society, which on the local level has a good deal
of comm unity participation, but also recognizeo strong leadership cf elde~s (a pat tern in indigenous Fil i pino culture), and
the pattern f§r centralization cf power (a heritage ·of Spanish
occupation.)
Thus the cultural patterns have implications for every area of
Church lif e a nd activity.

There is no part t hat re mains untouched.

Every phase of th e Church's existence is uniquely associated with
the soil around her.

As she is faithful to the mysteries e ntrusted

to her 1:;hc wi l l not only recognize her positi~n over a gainst culture,
but will a l s o clo everythir.. g in her power to communicat e v,ith it.
Implications for the ',\'estern Missionary
Huch of what has been said in this last chapter has had reference 1 at least indirectly 1 to the 'iiestern missionary.

A great deal

of what was said, however, is also valid for the national worker.
This las t section directs itself primarily to the Western missionary
who in hi~ desire to serve his Lord in a foreign land seeks to
understand the folk BJ.~ong whom he is living.

The entire presentation points up the necessity for a study of
culture in which the missionary finds himself.

18 Eugene Nida, Customs and Cultures
Publishers, c.1954) 1 P• 132,

19ill§_.

For the missionary

(New York: Harper and Row
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in the Phil ip_pines t his would mean the undertak i ng of a careful
study of the three mai n national groupings:

the i•ialayan, the Spanish,

and the Aine rican together wit h &n evaluation of the contributi ons of
each to cont empora ry Phil ippine culture.

As t he Western missionary becomes intimately acquainted with
t he psyc holog ica l c haract eri s tic s of' the :lt"'ilipino pec-ple and seeks
to underst ~nd t he m, he will recognize t ha t t hey differ from his own
not s o much in kind but in rank a n d importance.

Included here is

an unde r standing o f t he .i ..mportance of smooth interpersonal r e lations

so that tl1e mi ssionary <loes not unintention~lly alienate t hose he is
trying to rea ch.

Included al6o is an understanding of utang na loob,

the system of c ontractual obli gation so t hat both he, f.:nd the people
he is a tte~1,ting to reach, k now what to expect fro m one a no ther.

An

unders tandi n g of fat a listic attitudes and t he tende ncy towards either
res i gna t ion or e phemeral e n'..:husiasm in the face of obstacles or :projected p lazH.; is also included in an acquaintance with the Filipino
people and their ways.

As he imruerses himself in the languige of the

peopl e h e has come to serve he will r.ot only be able to converse
with t hem in t h eir native tongue but will als o see t heir cultural
characteristic s eme r g e all the more clearly.
But all of the knowledge of cultural patterns that the missionary could possibly attain would have no meaning at a ll if there were
not t be mos t i mportant element of all:

identification with the com-

munity, an identification which, in the words of John ~ackay, covers
"not only v,orkinf; hours but social hours as well. n

20

'I'he missionary

reus t find his very recreation in achieving more intimate and sympathetic contacts with t he people he has come to s erve.

When the word

from abroad becomes indigenous flesh, it will not fail to obtain a
21
hearing for the eternal ~·Jord that it presumes to echo.

20.I'.taC
1 k• ay

21

1

Ibid.
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APPENDIX
Suggested Sources for ~estern Missionaries in Gaining
an Understanding of Philippine Culture
Some of the suggestions advanced below are general and have
been ada~ted from a similar appendix in Eugene Nida's Customs and
Cultu:!'e, a lthough the writer has also attempted to show where
sour.c e materials which speak s pecifically to the Philip!)ine scene
can be loc at ed.
General Heading. The follow i ng books, if read in the order
given, will provi de one with a graded approac h to cultural anthropology:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Clyde Kluckhohn, Mirror for Man {Greenwich, Connecticut:
Fawcett Publications, c.1949).
Rut h Bendedict, Pa tterns of Culture (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1961).
Ge orge Peter Murdock, Our Primitive Contemporaries ( New
York : The Macmillan Company, 1954).
A. L. Y.roeber, Anthropology (Ne~ York : Harcourt, 1958).
Melville J. Herskovits, Man and His Works (New York: A. A.
i, nopf, 1960).
Robert Redfield, The Primitive World and Its Transformat ions (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University t'ress, c.1953).

A lis t of periodicals would include the followin g :
l.

American Anthropologist (Published six times a year by the
American Anthropologi cal Association, Menesha , Wisconsin).

2.

Oceania (A journa l devoted to the study of the indigenous
peor,les of Australia, New Guinea, and the Isla nds of the
Pacific Ocean, published by the Austra lian N3tional Research Council, Sydney, Australia).

3.

Anthropos (Published by the Anthropos Institute, Frieburg,
Switzerland).

4.

Practical Anthropology (Published by Robert B. Taylor,
Wheaton College, ·.vheaton, Illinois, with the express purpose of helping missionaries better to understa nd the
anthropologica l problems of their fields).

5.

The International Review of Missions (156 Fifth Avenue,
New York City).

1 Eugene Nida, Customs and Culture (New York: Harper and Row
I-ublishers, c.1954), PP• 267-274.
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6.

South-east Asia Journal of Theology (6 Nount Sophia
Singapore 9).

7.

Philiprine Studies (.Publish ed quart·e rly at Post Office
Box 15, Manila).

8.

PldlipIJine Social Science and Humanities Review ( Published
the University of the Philippines, Dillman, Rizal).

by

Journal of East Asiatic Studies (Published by University
of Manila, Manila).
Philippine source materia ls of various types can be located
in the Pope Pius XII Library, St. Louis University, St. Louis,
Missouri. Th e Philippine mission file in the library of Concordia
Semina ry, St. Louis , Missouri, contains a bibliography of books and
articles available in the library on the Philippines. Chicago
University has mat er ials from the Philippines, including coll e ge
these s , etc ., or. microfilm.
On the l;,hilipr in~· field students will f ind a great deal or
sociologic a l mat e rial by writing to the following s ources:

1.

Officer-in-charge.
Community Development Researc h Center
University of tt,e l'hilippines
Dillman, Rizal

2.

The Director
Institute of Philippine Culture
Fo a t Office Box 154
Manila

3.

The Coordina tor of Research

Social Science Research Council
University of the Philippines
Dillman, Rizal

4.

5.

The Director
Ateneo Guidance Center
Padre Faura, l·ianila

The President
Philip pine Sociological Society
Poet Office Box 154
Manila
Other source materials in the Manila area can be loc at ed through
the National Council of Churches, 941 Epiphanio de los Santos Avenue,
Quezon City.
The Der;artment of Parish Education of the Luth er an Church in the
I-hilippines- (4461 Old Santa .i..,esa) has available F'ilipiniana books
and pap erE for the orientation of new missionaries, some of which
are included in the bibliography of this thesis.
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